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Abstract

Many control schemes, simple or sophisticated, utilize high performance electro

hydraulic components as an interface to mechanical hardware. Failure of an electro

hydraulic component in these applications may impact safety, maintenance schedules

and/or productivity of the overall operation. A condition monitoring scheme that

would measure the performance or health of critical electro-hydraulic components

would be desirable in addressing the above mentioned concerns.

A neural network approach in estimating on-line proportional solenoid valve

parameters is the focus of this study. A neural network algorithm is well suited for this

type of parameter estimation in that it is capable of learning and best fitting a solution to

given data. It is also capable of handling inherent noise in sensor data and is simple

enough to allow for non-complex processing. Some of the parameters that affect the

performance of the main stage valve spool which may be used in a condition monitoring
scheme include orifice area gradient, spring rates, spring pre-compressions and spool
friction.

This thesis considers the use of individual neuron structures to estimate each valve

parameter. Each neuron trains to a specific valve parameter with its output being the

estimated parameter's main spool force contribution. The individual neurons act and

train independently; however, their outputs are integrated to compute the main spool
differential pressure. This differential pressure calculation is compared to the measured

value and the difference is used to train each neural structure.

The neural algorithm was found to be quite capable of estimating simulated valve

parameters. When applied to experimental data, the neural algorithm estimated

comparable main spool valve parameters to results from other studies conducted at the

University of Saskatchewan. In all, it was determined that the neural algorithm was

capable of estimating accurate and repeatable valve parameters, which reveals the

feasibility of the parameter estimation procedure.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction to Condition Monitoring
A primitive maintenance program currently used for industrial machinery involves

operating the machine until failure and then repairing the equipment in order to return it

to operation. In certain instances this maintenance program is sufficient; however, in

many other circumstances, the costs associated with such a program can be expensive

[1]. Monetary losses due to decreased productivity and increased exposure to personnel
hazards are almost certain to take place with this type of maintenance program. In cases

such as this, an improved operating and maintenance procedure is essential.

Condition monitoring is a preventative maintenance procedure that is based on

determining the operating characteristics of a component or system. The principle of

condition monitoring is to monitor the changes in the operating characteristics over

time. It is necessary that the operating characteristics be some type of measurable

quantity. Various transducers are employed to collect information from the component

or system. Utilizing information collected from these transducers, component or system

operating characteristics may be described in terms of system parameters, which can be

quantified. With prior knowledge of parameters of a "healthy" system, routinely

acquired parameters can be used as an indication of system performance.
Numerous parameters (depending on the type of system) may be used to describe

system performance [2]. These parameters may include component vibration,

equipment temperature, fluid pressure etc. It is essential that system parameters chosen

for the condition monitoring procedure reflect the desired performance aspect under

scrutiny.

Implementing some type of condition monitoring strategy will allow equipment

operators to monitor and track the performance of a system. Two main reasons for this

type of implementation are: i) it may be possible to predict a failure time and allow for

timely maintenance prior to any catastrophic occurrence and ii) it may also be possible
to modify component controller settings to compensate for changes in the operating
characteristics (operate longer with desired production quality).
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1.2 Condition Monitoring Fluid Power Systems
Fluid power systems are used in industrial service because of their economical

ability to convert mechanical energy into fluid energy. Utilizing simple components,

this energy may be regulated to provide direction, speed, and force control. Fluid

power systems also possess a high power output to component weight ratio which make

them an attractive power supply in cases where component weight and/or size is a

concern. In the last century, every aspect of fluid power technology has progressed.
This progression, in items such as hydraulic oil, machining techniques and electronic

control, help make fluid power a viable industrial power supply.
With equipment utilizing fluid po_wer as a source of mechanical energy, it is

important in terms of human safety and overall production that fluid power systems

work correctly and efficiently. Therefore, a move from a primitive maintenance

strategy to a cost-effective, reliable condition monitoring strategy becomes desirable.

Fluid power systems are designed to operate under substantial pressure. Most

working fluid power components are enclosed in steel housings and are not readily
accessible to visual inspection. This attribute, as well as design complexity in some

fluid power systems, can make it difficult for equipment operators to diagnose system

problems when they occur.

A plethora of operating problems are possible in fluid power systems [3]. Most

problems incurred during fluid power operation are a result of inadequate oil quality,
Particulate matter entrained in oil may cause orifice blockage, mechanism sticking,
filter blockage, accelerated surface wear etc. The results of inadequate oil quality may

reveal itself in an array of locations. Hydraulic pumps may decrease output flow rate

due to increased leakage from surface wear (particulate erosion or viscous oil

breakdown). Flow control devices may inaccurately vary hydraulic oil flow due to

increased spool friction and orifice wear.

Issues of poor oil quality are more noticeable in precisely machined devices, such as

servo and proportional valves. Proportional valves use small solenoids to control flow

metering spools. These solenoids produce a limited amount of force, which must

overcome all forces in the spool. Hydraulic oil contaminates may cause an increase in

2



friction between moving surfaces to the point where solenoids can no longer generate

the required force to overcome friction.

Fluid power system problems may also take the form of incorrect component

selection; a form of indirect reduction in system performance. Fluid power components

chosen in a particular design may not work well in that specific system. Component

hysteresis, time response, flow requirement, pressure limit, etc. may cause the overall

system to perform poorly.
A condition monitoring system must be capable of detecting the most prevalent

operating problems; however, such a system will not be able to detect problems arising
from incorrect component selection. Applying a condition monitoring strategy to a

fluid power system may alleviate the event of an unforeseen breakdown. A generic
fluid power condition monitoring strategy would require sensory equipment to measure

various system parameters and a logic device to determine the difference between the

desired operating norm and the current operating condition. When reaching a

predetermined allowable parameter difference value, the logic device could activate an

alarm or shut down the system.

Adding additional fluid power equipment to a system is necessary to collect

parameter information. This additional equipment must be kept as simple as possible to

allow low cost implementation and to minimize the potential of creating more

operational problems. Adding complexity and more sources of operational problems
(for example, additional valving), may hinder overall system performance. The

condition monitoring apparatus must also be kept simple enough to allow generic retro

fitting for similar types of industrial systems.

Simplicity in design and application of any condition monitoring scheme is

important. A diverse array of engineers must be capable of understanding and

implementing the condition monitoring approach to its fullest. With the implementation
of a viable parameter measurement scheme, further investigation may be completed into

condition monitoring, ultimately producing a fault detection and diagnosis method.
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1.3 Fluid Power Condition Monitoring Strategies
Condition monitoring strategies may be applied to fluid power systems in many

different ways. A common element to all strategies is that parameter information must

be acquired from the system and that information must then be compared to normal

operating parameters. The type of condition monitoring strategy employed depends

upon the component(s) under scrutiny and the type of system information available.

Some condition monitoring strategies require extensive mathematical modeling to

predict certain component operating parameters while others are simpler and do not

require modeling.
Much work has been completed in the area of basic fluid power maintenance and

trouble shooting. A summary of this work is documented by Pease [4]. Pease explains
that the first step in good maintenance is proper equipment records. These records

include all aspects of maintenance from changing fluid or filters, greasing, cleaning etc.

Pease also explains that fluid power systems depend upon hydraulic pumps to provide
flow for linear or rotary motion. Therefore, two measurements are important for

trouble-shooting hydraulic circuits: flow and pressure. He describes temperature as an

important factor that affects flow and therefore, must also be considered. A manual

condition monitoring strategy following this approach would require personnel to take

measurements of flow, pressure and temperature and record them in logbooks along
with information on manual repairs. With day to day comparisons of the recorded data,

system operation can be compared over time to predict timely maintenance of system

components. This method, along with visual inspections (checking for leakage, etc.), is

one approach to condition monitoring. As an aid to the equipment operators, computer

data acquisition may be applied where temperature, pressure and flow information

could be automatically obtained through sensors. This information would then be

analyzed by personnel or through a logic device flagging parameters of either too high
or too Iowa value.

Other fluid power condition monitoring tools may complement the basic approach
described by Pease. Vibration and noise investigation in fluid power systems are

approaches that allow information to be gathered on the mechanical and fluid

performance in a system. Vibration is created in a system when it is acted upon by
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some type of forcing function. Excessive vibration may be the cause of component

failure or potential component failure in fluid power systems. Jackson [5] illustrates the

adverse effects to machinery, which experience excessive vibration in operation.
Unbalanced rotational loads, misaligned power couplings etc. may lead to bearing or

seal failure in fluid power systems. Fluid noise, as a source of vibration, may also lead

to various operational problems in fluid power systems. As explained by O'Neal et al.

[6], fluid borne noise interactions in hydraulic systems contribute to the overall system

noise level and shorten the lives of system components. Excessive spool displacement
oscillation in flow control valves, cavitation in components, bearing failure, etc. may be

discovered with knowledge of the noise or vibration generated in the system.

Accelerometers may be placed at various positions in a fluid power system [7]. Data

acquisition and analysis may be handled in a similar fashion as previously described in

pressure and temperature monitoring.
Another condition monitoring technique, that is used in conjunction with the method

described by Pease, is oil analysis monitoring. Hydraulic oil is the medium which

transmits power to all components in a fluid power circuit. Hydraulic oil itself has the

potential to give insight into the operating health of most system components.

Information may be extracted from hydraulic oil by: i) investigating oil filter operation

(pressure drop, particulate matter strained in the filter) ii) in-line particle counting and

sizing and iii) having professional oil analyses completed on oil samples taken from a

system.

Westcott [8] investigates the use of monitoring wear in oil filtration systems. Real

time information may be gathered from an oil filter by investigating the pressure drop
across it. This will reflect the health of the filter itself and give insight into the

cleanliness of the oil. In-line particle counters have recently been developed to measure

particulate matter entrained in hydraulic oil in an attempt of real-time oil quality

monitoring. All other information taken from oil analysis must be completed off-line as

the system is in operation. Information such as oil viscosity, acidity, suspended

particulate matter (amount, shape and composition), particulate radio-activity,

particulate reflectivity, with qualitative qualities such as age and color will give
information on the operating health of the system as a whole. Investigating hydraulic
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oil properties may give insight into which specific component is wearing and its

remaining operational life. The amount of particulate matter entrained in the oil will

also dictate the likelihood of components sticking or malfunctioning.
Vast amounts of research have been completed in the condition monitoring areas

previously stated. The three methods described in the last section do not require any

type of component modeling to examine specific system parameters. Failures in the

fluid power systems must be directly linked to changes in the acquired parameters if

these types of methods are to detect poor operating health. For example, if output

pressure and flow from a positive displacement pump were to decrease while oil

particulate matter and pump vibration increased, these parameter changes may indicate

problematic pump wear and the need of timely maintenance. Fluid power systems that

receive ample inspection and maintenance may operate quite well under this type of

condition monitoring strategy. In certain instances, the condition monitoring methods

described earlier are not capable of pinpointing exact failure locations. As an example,
oil analysis monitoring gives a general indication of overall system wear. Monitoring

pressure, temperature or flow directly may localize a potential operating problem (such
as excessive leakage in a seal); however, in the case of a proportional solenoid valve

these parameters would give minimal insight into the health of any internal operation.
In cases where specific complex components are to be condition monitored, additional

methods must be employed to delve further into the operational characteristics of that

component. Additional condition monitoring methods are also necessary in instances

where equipment cannot be inspected daily, such as mobile hydraulic equipment.
Condition monitoring of a particular component - a proportional solenoid valve - is

the focus of attention in the research presented in this thesis. Proportional solenoid

valves are complex devices that are predominantly employed to vary flow to linear or

rotary actuators. The performance of a proportional solenoid valve in a fluid power

circuit is a key item to the performance of the overall system. It has been shown that

proportional solenoid valves are prone to operational failures as a result of low quality

hydraulic oil. These failures for example, could cripple the operation of a large item of

forestry equipment. Since most parameters cannot be physically measured within a

proportional solenoid valve, mathematical models must be developed to quantify the
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relationship between measurable values (oil pressure, main spool displacement etc.) and

calculated values (friction, spring rates etc.). It can be concluded that basic condition

monitoring strategies are not capable of delivering the necessary insight into examining

specific interactions in proportional solenoid valves. Further investigation into

condition monitoring strategies (where data acquisition and component modeling are

employed) will be required to allow sufficient study of the performance of proportional
solenoid valves.

1.4 Condition Monitoring using Component Modeling
Investigation of non-measurable internal proportional solenoid valve parameters

requires component modeling and mathematical parameter estimation techniques. The

ability to implement a condition monitoring strategy which tracks metering spool
friction or spring rates, for example, depends upon the accuracy of the measurable

parameters, component model accuracy, measurement and computational noise and

finally, the mathematical ability of the parameter estimation algorithms in estimating
internal valve parameters.

Over the last three decades, with advancements in computer technology, the practice
of acquiring data from fluid power systems to better understand the system has been

actively examined. Early use of computers in diagnosing problems in dynamic

hydraulic systems was completed by Charbonneau [9] in 1974 and by Orzal [10] in

1977. Major constraints upon this earlier research were placed by lack of computing
and data acquisition ability. As computational technology increased, further advances

were made in acquiring on board system information. Research completed by Schueller

et al. [11] in 1981 and later by Coppock [12] in 1983, required the ability of acquiring

large amounts of data and then analyzing that data off-line. By 1992, Shetty [13] was

investigating the use of the modem personal computer for testing of data acquisition
and control of electro hydraulic valves. With the advent of notebook computing power,

Little [14] in 1996 designed a portable hydraulic analyzer measuring multiple

parameters in dynamic fluid power systems. While these studies furthered the field of

data acquisition and computation, they also led to research into estimating non

measurable parameters in fluid power components.
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In-depth research was completed by Khoshzaban-Zavarehi in 1997 at the University
of British Columbia [15] into the use of Kalman filtering in estimating proportional
solenoid valve parameters. Khoshzaban-Zavarehi combined a data acquisition system

with a complex modeling approach and parameter estimation scheme to condition

monitor many internal parameters in a proportional solenoid valve. Although data

acquisition used in the experiment was not novel, the use of descriptive modeling and

Kalman filtering in the approach was. The Kalman filter operates in state-space where

it uses the component input and output information to estimate the internal component

parameters. Kalman filtering attempts to compensate estimated system parameters by

correcting for noise in the sensory reading and operational plant. A complete model of

a proportional solenoid valve was used and Khoshzaban-Zavarehi found that Kalman

filtering was capable of delivering accurate results (parameter estimations). While the

research produced accurate parameter estimations in the valve, it was found that many

computational variables required extensive a-priori knowledge in setting initial values.

It was also found that well-defined operating conditions were necessary to produce the

accurate parameter estimations.

Khoshzaban-Zavarehi's research spurred interest at the University of Saskatchewan

into furthering condition monitoring studies on proportional solenoid valves. Burton,

Mourre et al. [16], devised a graphical method of estimating internal main spool

parameters in a proportional solenoid valve. This method included the acquisition of

on-line data from a proportional solenoid valve while in a warm up period in a

hydraulic test circuit. Acquiring proportional solenoid valve information at a consistent

and repeatable operating condition (warm up) and an identical fluid temperature

allowed for the establishment of an operating norm. This operating norm then allowed

information taken at different times to be comparable. It was believed that a method of

acquiring repeatable and accurate data, in an industrially feasible manner, was crucial

prior to any type of proportional solenoid valve condition monitoring. With testing

completed in this manner, internal component parameters (spring rates, spring pre

compressions, etc.) as well as flow parameters (orifice area gradient) could be estimated

and compared over time. With a research goal of an automated parameter estimation

device, a graphical means of parameter estimation was not acceptable. With this
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automation criterion, a research objective was to investigate numerous computer aided

numerical methods of parameter estimation in proportional solenoid valves using the

data acquisition scheme developed in Mourre's study.
In 2000, Wright [17], adopted Khoshzaban-Zavarehi's Extended Kalman Filter

(EKF) approach in identifying proportional solenoid valve parameters. Employing a

simplified valve model (estimating main spool parameters only) and the novel data

acquisition approach developed by Mourre, Wright was able to estimate many of the

internal main spool proportional solenoid valve parameters.

In a paralleled study, Ansarian [18] investigated the use of an Ordinary Least Square
Method (OLSM) and Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM) [19] in estimating main

spool parameters using data sets similar to Wright. The OLSM best fits slope and

intercept parameters to a straight line. using a summed squared error method. Because

of this, the OLSM is best used when input/output data sets are free from noise or are

filtered to lessen the effect of noise. A concept, quite similar to the OLSM, is the

MLM; the MLM may be used to estimate linear parameters in the presence of irregular

noisy data (noise consisting of a bias term plus random noise). MLM uses variance

information based on output data to correct for the effect of noise on output

information. Once noise correction has taken place, linear parameter estimation is

performed in the same manner as OLSM. Ansarian showed that these linear approaches
were capable of estimating some of the main spool parameters with reasonable accuracy

(using a similar simplified valve model as Wright). The numerical parameter

estimation methods used by Wright and Ansarian were applied to quite similar data sets

with comparable results; however, each of these parameter estimation methods poses

certain mathematical and operational advantages and disadvantages which need to be

further scrutinized.

With the use of Kalman filtering in Khoshzaban-Zavarehi's approach,

computational processing requirements, human expertise and lack of robustness (both in

developing a generic procedure and allowable operating conditions) make

implementation of Kalman filtering difficult for most industrial applications. Condition

monitoring strategies must be dealt with and understood by many different types of

9
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engineers; the mathematical background needed in such an investigation hinders its

implementation.
In the studies by Mourre, Wright and Ansarian, only the main spool of a two stage

proportional solenoid valve was considered. This approach was taken to facilitate a

more simplistic comparison of different estimation approaches (as compared to that of a

full two stage valve model). It was believed that this approach to estimation techniques
would allow sufficient insight into the performance of the estimation procedure and

would minimize any potential application problems (begin research at less-complex

level). Investigation of main spool operating parameters would also supply important

information, as the main spool is a crucial component in proportional valve operation.
For these reasons, Wright and Ansarian chose the main spool of a proportional solenoid

valve for the focus of their parameter estimation research.

The use of an EKF by Wright suffered many of the same limitations as experienced

by Khoshzaban-Zavarehi. The EKF allows for noise compensation in both the plant
and sensors; however, the covariance and variance matrices must be determined prior to

any parameter estimation activity. Although a preliminary comparison of the results by
the author between Wright's approach and Ansarian's approach showed reasonable

agreement, the added complexity in numerical methods and added computation

processing requirements for EKF make it less desirable for a generic parameter

estimation algorithm.
A linear paranieter estimation scheme was desired to estimate valve parameters in

the simplified proportional solenoid valve model. As discussed, Ansarian chose the

OLSM and MLM to facilitate the parameter estimation procedure. The OLSM is not

capable of estimating linear parameters in the presence of irregular noise due to its

averaging approach to parameter estimation. On the other hand, the MLM can be used

in cases where non-filtered noisy data exists. Using the MLM for linear parameter

estimation over many sets of data with the same variance matrix requires consistent

noise disturbances in the data set. With each MLM application, a variance matrix is

necessary. The development of variance and covariance matrices is also necessary in

Kalman filtering which leads to its lack of robustness in generic applications. The use

of OLSM and MLM in linear parameter estimation of proportional solenoid valve



parameters, do not offer enough variability in their approach. Any further study into

non-linear (parameters which vary with spool displacement and/or velocity) parameter

estimations cannot be handled by an OLSM or MLM due to their linear nature.

A parameter estimation method capable of solving linear and non-linear functions is

highly desirable which would allow more variability in application while delivering the

necessary information with moderate computational complexity. Neural networks (NN)
are numerical algorithms capable of estimating both linear and non-linear system

parameters. Large amounts of research have been completed in the area of neural

computing and the use of neural computing in parameter estimation [20]. Numerous

types of applications are possiblewith neural computing due to its immense variability
in neural structures and learning algorithms.

Due to the ability of neural networks m learning many different types of

mathematical functions, it was believed that a neural network algorithm could be well

suited in estimating proportional solenoid valve parameters. Using a main spool valve

model that was adopted by Wright and Ansarian, combined with Mourre's data

acquisition method, it was felt that a neural network parameter estimation algorithm
could be developed with similar project constraints as Wright and Ansarian. A

comparison of results between Mourre (graphical method), Wright, Ansarian and the

neural network approach in parameter estimation techniques, would give valuable

information on the accuracy, repeatability and overall algorithm ease of operation for

each estimation method. With the use of neural networks, further analysis into more

complex modeling and possibly non-linear parameter estimation (for example,

estimating viscous friction as a function of spool displacement and velocity) could stem

from the information gained in linear parameter estimation.

1.5 Project Objectives
As previously mentioned, system parameters must be known and tracked over time

to enable condition monitoring. Therefore, emphasis is placed in this research on

producing a viable method of parameter estimation. The proposed neural network

parameter estimation technique combines moderate mathematical complexity with

reasonable accuracy in detecting a hydraulic operational problem.
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The objectives of this project are:

1.) To produce an accurate, simplified proportional solenoid valve main spool
model. This would allow the generation of simulated, noise free valve data with

embedded, known valve parameters.

2.) To develop a numerical neural parameter estimation algorithm (employing the

simulated valve data). The feasibility of a neural network parameter estimation

algorithm to estimate known valve parameters from data sets free of noise and

non-linearities must be established before it can be subjected to experimental
valve data.

3.) To acquire experimental proportional solenoid valve information from an

experimental test rig using the guidelines in [16]. Utilizing valve information

and the neural parameter estimation algorithm, the main spool parameters are to

be estimated.

4.) To compare experimental estimated proportional solenoid valve parameters to

manufacturer specifications and to estimated parameter results from the

graphical method and those obtained by Wright and Ansarian.

5.) To forward some conclusions on the ability of the neural parameter estimation

algorithm in estimating parameters from simulated and experimental

proportional solenoid valve information.

1.6 Thesis Overview

In order to implement a parameter estimation scheme to a system or component, it is

important to have a complete understanding into the operation and workings of that

system or component. This research involves proportional valves and therefore,

Chapter 2 focuses on the physical makeup, operation, control and main spool
interactions of a two stage proportional solenoid valve manufactured by Rexroth.

Experimental testing of any kind requires an appropriate laboratory setup which

mimics desired in-field operating characteristics. Chapter 3 explains the experimental

12



setup used to acquire proportional valve information necessary to determine the

capability of any proportional solenoid valve parameter estimation algorithm.

With prior research completed in the area of estimating proportional solenoid valve

parameters [16], the first section in Chapter 4 revisits the graphical parameter

estimation technique in order to gain insight into the graphical estimation of

proportional solenoid valve parameters. As it is important to have the ability to test any

parameter estimation algorithm in a known, noise-free environment, the latter segment

of Chapter 4 investigates the creation of simulated proportional solenoid valve data.

Chapter 5 contains an explanation into the development of neural network

computing.

The discussion presented in Chapter 5, extends into the development and workings
of the neural parameter estimation algorithm presented in Chapter 6. The neural

parameter estimation algorithm is then employed to estimate known proportional
solenoid valve parameters using simulation data.

Chapter 7 presents a discussion on the experimental results. A discussion into the

repeatability of both the experimental data and parameter estimations is conducted.

Limitations, weaknesses and strongpoints of the neural parameter estimation algorithm
are presented. Also, comparisons of the neural parameter estimation results and those

collected from the valve manufacturer, graphical method and results from Wright and

Ansarian will be conducted.

Lastly, Chapter 8 revisits the objectives stated in the previous Section, imparts

concluding remarks to the research presented and reveals insight into possible future

work and parameter estimation development.
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Chapter 2

Proportional Solenoid Valve

2.1 Introduction

A proportional solenoid valve is an electro-hydraulic device that is capable of

controlling a variable orifice. Although proportional solenoid valves are not capable of

offering direct flow control, the control of a variable orifice allows for a variation in

hydraulic flow through a system.

Proportional solenoid valves differ entirely from servo valves and solenoid on/off

valves. Servo valves are also capable of controlling a variable orifice; however, as

compared to proportional valves, they offer much better accuracy in orifice control

(generally better than 1 % error in main spool displacement control for servo valves

compared to 3% for proportional valves). Servo valves are also capable of a much

faster response (as high as 400 Hz) as compared to proportional solenoid valves

(10-20 Hz). While servo valves are more oil contaminate sensitive than proportional
solenoid valves, their increased performance is a function of electronics and machining
tolerances which make them considerably more expensive than proportional solenoid

valves [21]. Solenoid on/off valves do not have the capability of varying a flow orifice.

Inherent in their design is the capability of either allowing or not allowing fluid flow

through the valve.

A thorough understanding of the mechanisms and operational characteristics

involved with proportional solenoid valves is crucial if a parameter estimation and/or

condition monitoring strategy is to be implemented to a proportional solenoid valve. As

such, the objective of this chapter is to review the types of proportional solenoid valves

available, to give insight into the operation of a primary spool proportional solenoid

valve and to examine the main stage force model developed for this research.

2.2 Proportional Solenoids

Solenoids are electromechanical devices that convert electrical energy to kinetic

energy. Whenever electric current flows through a wire, a magnetic field is created

around that wire. The magnetic field created by a single strand of wire is weak;
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however, this magnetic field may be strengthened in two ways: i) by forming wire coils

in a circular shape and ii) by placing a magnetic core (iron or steel, usually in a "C"

shape) through the wire coils to focus the magnetic field [21]. Solenoids are available

which can operate with alternating current (ac) or direct current (de), DC solenoids

produce magnetic fields with constant polarity. This magnetic field increases in

intensity as the solenoid supply current increases in intensity.
Solenoids used as electrical actuators utilize movable cylindrical plungers (made of

magnetic material) placed in the air gap of the previously mentioned "C" shaped

magnetic cores. When current is allowed to pass through the coil windings, a magnetic
field is created which by nature, wishes to pass through a material with the best

magnetic flux permeability available. As such, a magnetic force is created to move the

plunger to a position of magnetic equilibrium (optimal passage of magnetic flux). In

basic solenoids, a variable air gap is created between the plunger and the magnetic core

as the plunger changes position. Because magnetic flux does not flow as readily

through air as iron or steel, a decreased force applied to the plunger is realized as the air

gap increases. In these basic solenoids, for a constant input current, the force created in

the plunger is proportional to the air gap between the plunger and core.

Proportional solenoids are designed. to maintain a constant air gap between the

plunger and magnetic core during plunger movement. This design creates a plunger
force directly proportional to solenoid input current. Currently, small proportional
solenoids offer the best proportionality between input current and output force (over
their respective operating range - usually no more than 1.5 mm) [21]. If larger forces

are required from a solenoid, its size must be increased to generate a larger magnetic
field. Generally, increasing proportional solenoid size results in degradation of its

proportionality. The development of proportional solenoids was an important factor in

allowing simple linear force control of small metering spools in fluid power circuits.

2.3 Single Stage vs. Two Stage Proportional Valves

There are two main types of proportional valves commonly available: i) single stage

or direct acting and ii) two stage proportional solenoid valves. Proportional valves are

considered single stage when a solenoid force is applied directly to a metering spool and
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2.4 Proportional Valve Operation
Proportional valves are predominantly used in the fluid power industry to vary the

flow rate to linear or rotational actuators. This flow variation is accomplished by

changing the size of an orifice in the proportional valve. Orifice size is controlled by
the displacement of the valve's main spool. In the case of a four way (flow from a

source to tank via two load lines) proportional valve, flow may be varied as well as

directed to either load line. Figures 2.1 and 2.2, demonstrate the operation of a closed

centered (no flow at center spool position), 4-way spool valve [21]. Figure 2.2

demonstrates the flow action when the spool is moved to the left (this is also defined as

a negative spool displacement (xv)).

two stage when the solenoid force is used to create a hydraulic force which acts on the

main spool. Within the realm of two stage proportional valves, there are three distinct

types which are classified by the primary stage of a two stage valve. Primary spool,

flapper, and jet pipe are the three types of primary stages available which utilize fluid

power to amplify solenoid force before acting on the main spool.
Two stage proportional solenoid valves are necessary when varying large flow rates.

Single stage proportional valves are only capable of handling a relatively small amount

of flow due to the increase of "flow reaction forces" with an increase of valve flow (to
be discussed later). Because proportional solenoids have an upper limit on deliverable

force (due to size constraints and loss of proportionality), they are not capable of

directly overcoming these large flow reaction forces. Since large flow requirements are

quite common in most large scale industrial applications, two stage solenoid

proportional valves are required for adequate flow control.

Numerous companies produce proportional valves within these valve classifications;

as a result, a wide variety of valve solutions are possible when designing fluid power

systems. A two stage proportional solenoid valve manufactured by Rexroth, with a

spool type primary stage, was chosen for this research. This particular valve. is used

widely in industry, which fits well with the project scope. Valves of this nature balance

cost with required control and reliability and may be found in industries such as

logging, pulp and paper and manufacturing.
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Figure 2.1 Basic 4-Way Spool Valve Operation (All Ports Blocked) [21].

P opens to A •••

Valve Housing
Basic Operation

Figure 2.2 Basic 4-Way Spool Valve Operation (Load Port A Open to Pump Supply)

[21].

A positive spool displacement (moving the spool to the right), will open load port B to

pump supply, effectively reversing the flow direction to the load lines.
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The two stage proportional solenoid valve used in this research is shown in Figure
2.3. Table 2.1, summarizes the descriptive numbers shown in Figure 2.3; the numbers

will be used in the following section to assist in locating valve parts in Figure 2.3.

! ; i
1 • .A.A.A.
I V"f" Vv VI
I X T A p. B T y

\ �xv>o9 10 11 12 13.

Figure 2.3 Schematic of Rexroth Proportional Solenoid Valve [22].

Table 2.1 Summary of Rexroth Proportional Solenoid Valve Components.

1 Primary Stage Valve Block

2 Negative x, Primary Solenoid

3 Positive x, Primary Solenoid
4 Negative x, Primary Bleed

5 Positive x, Primary Bleed

6 Porting Plate

7 Main Stage Spool
8 Negative x, Main Stage Block End Cap
9 Negative x, Centering Spring
10 Main Stage Valve Block

11 Positive x, Centering Spring
12 Positive x,Main Stage Block End Cap
13 LVDT

14 Primary Spool
P Supply Pressure

A Load LineA

B Load LineB

T Tank Return

X External Primary Spool Supply Pressure

y External Primary Spool Fluid Drain
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In the operation of this proportional valve, a voltage is applied to either solenoid (2
or 3), creating a force on the primary spool (14). Movement in the primary spool
directs flow to or from either end of the main spool (7). A pressure differential (ilP)
across the ends of the main spool results. This differential pressure creates a "stroking"
force on the main spool, which is sufficient to overcome spool friction and flow

reaction forces, resulting in a displacement of the main spooL An LVDT - linear

variable differential transformer (13), is attached to the main spool. LVDT information

can be fedback for closed loop control of the spool. In-valve electronics must

continually sample the main spool position and must compare it to the desired position

input while continually throttling the flow through the primary spool to create the

necessary differential pressure to maintain proper main spool displacement.

2.5 General Valve Information

The proportional solenoid valve chosen for parameter estimation research is a

Rexroth 4WRKEI0E50-2X / 6AG24ETK9D3M. Tables A.1 and A.2 (shown in

Appendix A), define the alpha-numeric valve code and summarize some of its operating

parameters. This is a two stage proportional solenoid valve with a spool type primary
stage. The main spool is closed centered (no flow at middle position) and is modeled

with matched and symmetrical orifices.

Metering notches have been machined into the main spool orifices to decrease the

effect of water hammer. A simplified schematic of the metering notch configuration is

shown in Figure 2.4, while the actual Rexroth metering notches can be observed from

Figure 2.3. Metering notches allow a small amount of flow across valve ports before

they open to the full flow area. This small amount of flow allows a gradual pressure

change when the downstream portion of an orifice is exposed to pressure; a more

gradual transfer of energy will occur with metering notches [21].
The main spool in this particular Rexroth proportional solenoid valve is also

machined with overlapped spool lands. As can be seen in Figure 2.3, the spool lands

covering load ports A and B on the main valve block are wider than the load port

openings. This extra land width decreases the accuracy needed in machining (lowers
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metering notch

production cost), decreases the amount of cross port leakage and creates a region of

spool deadband (or commonly referred to as spool deadzone).

Figure 2.4 Basic 4-Way Spool Valve Operation with Metering Notches [21].

Valve deadzone creates a condition where small displacements about the main spool
center position do not allow flow through the valve (do not open spool orifices).

2.5.1 Deadzone Compensation
Valve deadzone creates a problem in the use of proportional solenoid valves due the

unknown onset of flow when moving from deadzone to spool metering orifice area.

This problem is also compounded by the spool's flow response lag, which occurs when

reversing flow direction or moving the spool from the center position (in both cases the

spool must pass through its deadzone).
In a regular proportional solenoid valve (no deadzone compensation or elimination),

the voltage input is proportional to the main spool displacement output. A deadzone

eliminator would create the scenario where an input voltage would be proportional to

some amount of orifice area (effectively eliminate any effect of deadzone). Figure 2.5

illustrates the effect a deadzone eliminator would have on a proportional solenoid valve

main spool displacement output.
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Figure 2.5 Effect of Deadzone Eliminator on Main Spool Displacement Output.

As shown in Figure 2.5 (valve response to a constant velocity, straight-line

displacement input), the deadzone eliminator cancels the effect of deadzone (gives the

effect of critically lapped spool lands (no overlap)).
The proportional solenoid valve used in this research does not employ any type of

deadzone elimination. Rexroth has chosen to include a deadzone "compensator" to

their in-valve electronics package. The Rexroth deadzone compensator does not allow

any main spool movement (based on the main spool input displacement signal) until the

desired main spool position has reached' a factory pre-set value (approximately equal to

deadzone displacement).
In the Rexroth valve, the compensator forces the main spool to the center position in

the region of deadzone giving the valve a somewhat equal flow response time when

switching flow direction and better noise handling capability when a no flow situation is

required. For example, if the valve is used to control flow and a no flow situation

arises, the main spool would (in the absence of deadzone compensation) move to the

edge of the orifice opening, just sufficient to fully close the orifice. Here it would be

possible for noise disturbances and leakage to affect the "no flow" criteria. Also, if a

reversal of flow direction were desired, the main spool would have to fully pass through
its deadzone creating a response lag.
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In an attempt to address these issues, when the proportional valve is effectively
closed (in its deadzone) the compensator takes the spool to the center position. Figure
2.6 illustrates the response of the Rexroth deadzone compensator.
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Figure 2.6 Experimental Response of Rexroth Deadzone Compensator.

Figure 2.6 demonstrates an experimental main spool position response over a 0.3

second interval. The desired position input signal follows a constant velocity profile

(straight line). The solid black line in Figure 2.6 defines the desired position input as

the main spool passes through its deadzone. Also seen in Figure 2.6, deadzone

compensation is not the same for both positive and negative spool displacement.
There is very little literature available from Rexroth on the performance and

characteristics of their deadzone compensation package. Information gathered on

deadzone properties have been acquired through experimental testing and through
discussion with Rexroth sales representatives.
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rx>oP: return

pressure

2.6 Proportional Solenoid Valve Main Spool Configuration
As mentioned in Section 1.3, focus is placed on estimating main spool parameters.

As such, primary stage characteristics do not enter any discussion on modeling or

parameter estimation. A main stage schematic of the Rexroth proportional solenoid

valve is shown in Figure 2.7. A differential pressure (PrPl), acting across the main

spool causes a displacement (xv) which is monitored by an LVDT. There are two

springs (1 and 2) with spring constants K, and K2 respectively, that may act on either

ends of the main spool. Spring 1 is in compression for positive xv, with spring 2 in

compression for negative xv. Both springs may only act together (in compression) when

the main spool is in the center position. Neither spring may act in tension at any time.

Other forces acting on the spool include spring pre-compressions (Fpcl and FpC2),
coulomb friction (Fc), viscous friction (B, . Xy), forces resulting from acceleration of

the spool mass (M· Xy), and flow reaction forces.

Ps supply
pressure

P, return

pressure

LVDT

Casing

PortA PortB

Figure 2.7 Rexroth Proportional Solenoid Valve Main Spool Schematic.
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2.7 Proportional Valve Main Spool Force Equations
2.7.1 Closed Port Condition

If external load ports (ports A and B, Figure 2.7) are blocked, there can be no flow

through the valve and hence, no flow forces acting on the main spool. Under this

condition, the force balance equation of the main spool can be expressed as:

for, x.> 0, K=K!, Fpre-compression = Fpc!'

x, < 0, K=K2, Fpre-compression = -Fpc2,

x, = 0, spool is held in center position.

The parameters of interest in Equation (2.1), which may be used as an indication of

main spool health, are Bs, Fc, Fpc!' Fpc2, KI, K2 and M. Exact force interactions

between the main spool and springs 1 and 2 at the center position are unclear because

the experimental Rexroth proportional solenoid valve has not been disassembled (to
maintain factory specifications) and because of the lack of precise main valve block

blueprints. It suffices to acknowledge that the main spool must be minutely wider than

the main valve block to create a "centering force" from springs 1 and 2.

2.7.2 Shorted Port Condition

A second condition to be considered is when the spool orifices are opened and load

ports A and B are shorted (connected directly together). Under this condition, a new

force - a flow reaction force - exists. This force acts like a non-linear spring in a

direction so as to close the orifice over the spool. There are two types of flow reaction

forces: steady state and transient.

Steady state flow reaction forces are caused by the local acceleration (local increase

in velocity) of hydraulic oil through the metering orifice created by the main spool [21].
Figure 2.8 demonstrates hydraulic flow patterns in a spool valve which result in flow

reaction forces.
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Figure 2.8 Hydraulic Oil Flow Through a Single Metering Orifice Spool Valve [23].

Considering steady flow through the spool valve (depicted in Figure 2.8), it is

assumed that the inlet port opening is large as compared to the control orifice; this

assumption allows the inlet fluid velocity to be neglected. . The flow is also assumed to

be steady, two-dimensional flow for an ideal fluid. The rate of change of momentum of

the oil through the valve chamber is given by:

The main spool must exert a force on the moving hydraulic oil in order to produce
this momentum rate of change. With a hydraulic fluid jet angle of 9, the force applied

by the main spool becomes:

(2.3)

The equation relating flow and pressure drop for turbulent flow across a variable

orifice (derivation may be found in Appendix B) is given as:

(2.4)
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(2.6)

Jet velocity may be described by the volumetric flow rate (Q) and orifice area (ao)
as:

Q
Vjet =

ao .Cc
(2.5)

In the case of a variable rectangular orifice opening (spool valve), orifice area, ao,

may be described by an orifice area gradient, w, and spool displacement, Xv, as follows:

Solving Equation (2.3) for two metering orifices by utilizing Equations (2.4), (2.5)
and (2.6) (assuming a constant discharge coefficient, velocity coefficient, orifice area

gradient.jet discharge angle and pressure drop across the metering orifice) yields [24]:

F = 2· C . C . cos e . (P - P ). w . X
f d v s L v' (2.7)

Equation (2.7) describes the steady state flow reaction force, Fr (previously denoted

as F1)' which behaves as a linear spring force dependent on the main spool

displacement.

The second flow reaction force is a "transient flow" force. Transient flow forces

occur in spool valves when the main spool orifice opening is varying. In the case of a

spool valve suddenly moved to the open position, fluid located in the valve chamber

will be accelerated through the metering orifice. This sudden acceleration will cause

the spool to experience an additional flow reaction force. This transient flow force may
.

be described by:

dVjetF2 =p·A ·L·--V
dt

(2.8)

The volumetric flow rate of the sudden surge of fluid through the orifice can be written

as:

(2.9)
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d[ r�'i\P]F =p·L·- C ·w·x . --

2 dt
d v

P
, (2.12)

and therefore,

dQ =A .

dVjet
dt V

dt

Substituting Equation (2.10) into Equation (2.8) yields:

F ·=p.L. dQ.2
dt

(2.10)

(2.11)

Substituting Equation (2.4) into Equation (2.11) in solving the transient flow reaction

force gives:

where: a, = w· x,;

With dQ for the orifice not constant and assuming the pressure drop (i\P) to be
dt

constant (neglecting any change in pressure drop across the valve over time),

Equation (2.12), for one metering orifice, may be written as:

(2.13)

Transient flow reaction forces (as depicted in Equation (2.13)) are dependant on the

velocity of the main spool, the distance between the fluid inlet and discharge orifices

(L) and the orifice area gradient. 4-Way spool valves are designed to minimize the

effects of transient flow reaction forces. As can be seen in Figure 2.3, the two metering
orifices control a high velocity fluid jet in opposite directions. With matched and

symmetrical valves in this physical structure, transient flow forces become insignificant.
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neglecting transient flow forces, Equation (2.1) becomes:



(2.14)

when the ports are shorted.

If the supply pressure (P, in Equation (2.14)) is assumed constant and the valve's

orifices are modeled as matched and symmetrical, the load pressure (PL in

Equation (2.14)) is also constant and equal to half the supply pressure (PL = Ps). As in
2

the flow reaction force investigation, Cd, C, and e are again considered constants. The

parameter of interest in Equation (2.14) is w, the orifice area gradient. This parameter

is known to be a good indicator of wear on the spool lands if estimated and monitored

over time [15].

The discharge coefficient parameter, Cd, changes with metering edge wear.

However, the estimation of the orifice area gradient, w, indirectly reflects any change in

Cd. A derivation analyzing Cd, may be found in Appendix B.

Although the spool orifice area gradient is modeled and estimated as a constant

parameter (linear orifice area), the presence of metering notches suggests a non-linear

relationship in orifice area (varying orifice area gradient). Metering notches extend

0.4 mm into the face of the main spool lands in the shape of a "V". This notch structure

creates a triangular orifice area when (as compared to no metering notches) there

otherwise would not be one. The importance of metering notches on the orifice area

gradient should diminish rapidly as the valve orifice is regulated with a main spool

displacement over 1 mm. In this work, an estimation of w based on assumption of a

constant rectangular orifice configuration will be attempted. This was done to maintain

simplicity in this feasibility study. Any further investigation into estimating a linear or

non-linearly varying orifice area gradient will be left for future research (involving
overall non-linear valve parameter identification).
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3.2 Experimental Fluid Power System
The fluid power circuit, illustrated in Figure 3.1, was designed to mimic an

industrial piece of machinery. The circuit consists of a variable displacement, pressure

compensated pump supplying flow to a Rexroth proportional solenoid valve. In this

system, a control signal from a human operator (via a joystick) or from a computer

delivered main spool position command signals to the valve electronics. The

directional valve would then vary flow through load lines (A and B in Figure 3.1)

causing motion in a linear actuator. This linear actuator was mounted on an inertial

load, capable of motion in one axis. The inertial load was considered the simulated

piece of industrial equipment.

Chapter 3

Experimental Implementation
3.1 Purpose of Acquisition Device

Central to the objective of this study is the collection of information regarding the

performance of a proportional solenoid valve from an industrial piece of equipment in

its normal work 'environment. This scheme requires a data acquisition system

transparent to the equipment operator and one that will not interfere with the machine's

industrial duty. The laboratory setup tries to mimic both the industrial work

environment and the ability to acquire data in a non-intrusive manner.

As described earlier, information must be acquired during a start up or shut down

procedure as to not interfere in any work activity. Utilizing this start up procedure, the

experimental system allows for a warm up period followed by the open (shorted) and

closed port data acquisition periods. The system then reverts automatically to a

simulated industrial work cycle.
This part of the research was done collectively with Wright and Ansarian with some

deviation due to the uniqueness of each study. This Chapter was written collectively
with Wright and his joint authorship is acknowledged at this point.
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Figure 3.1 Experimental System Schematic.

3.2.1 Additional Fluid Power Components
In order to

.

create closed and shorted port flow scenarios, it was necessary to add

additional components to the experimental test rig. Shown in Figure 3.2, are three

on/off solenoid valves (valves A, B and C) required to create these two flow scenarios.

Valves A and B are closed during system warm up and data acquisition. This closure

isolated the hydraulic load, which ensured safe operation and allowed maximum flow

for test procedures. Solenoid valve C was necessary to differentiate between the closed

and shorted port scenarios. With valve C closed, a no flow condition was created

(closed port scenario). That is, no flow was allowed through the system as the

proportional solenoid valve was actuated. With valve C open, flow was allowed

through the valve via a bypass across the load lines, effectively short circuiting the

hydraulic system.

An additional valve plate was required between the primary and secondary stages in

the proportional solenoid valve. This valve plate (manufactured by Rexroth) allowed

main spool end pressures to be measured (#6, Figure 2.3). Two small accumulators

were added to the system (upstream of the proportional valve) to maintain constant

source pressure during the shorted port procedure. A cooling coil was also added to
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allow longer test periods without the concern of overheating the system. Table 3.1

summarizes relevant fluid power system components.
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Figure 3.2 Revised Experimental System Schematic.

Table 3.1 Experimental Component Specifications.

Component Manufacturer Model Number Specification
Electric Motor Teco Elec 3A213C4002 174S rpm, 7.5 HP (5.59 kW)
Hydraulic Pump Vickers PVB5-LSY-Cll 1800 rpm, S gpm (18.9 Vmin)
Accumulator OilAir H-2.5-100 2.S U.S. Gal (9.46 I)
Relief Valve Vickers CT06-PSO SOO - 2000 psi (3.45 - 13.8 MPa)
N/C Solenoid Valve Modular Controls SV3-1 OC4-11 OAS IS gpm (56.8 Vmin)
N/C Solenoid Valve Integrated Tech SBI50-DC 40 zorn (IS1.4 Vmin)

3.2.2 Instrumentation

Various sensors were required in the experimental test rig to facilitate parameter

estimation and ensure the safety of its operation. A differential pressure transducer
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Table 3.2 Various Instrumentation Specifications.

(measuring L\P) was required to collect a pressure indicative of the force applied to the

main spool in the proportional valve. An LVDT (displacement transducer - internal to

the valve) measured main spool position. This position signal was used as feedback in

the valve controller to maintain accurate position control. This signal was also sampled
to determine spool position as differential pressures acted upon it. A gauge pressure

transducer was also added to sense source pressure directly upstream of the proportional
valve.

A fluid tank level and fluid temperature sensor were used to collect information

regarding operating status of the test rig. The influence of these sensors on test rig

operation will be discussed later. An amplifier board in conjunction with other power

supplies was necessary in the operation of these sensors. Table 3.2 summarizes the

various instrumentation components used in the experimental test rig.

Component Manufacturer Model Number Specification
OPAmpBoard Philbrick RP-F Not Applicable
Differential Pressure Validyne DP15-TL-S/N 20191 o - 3000 psi (0 - 20.7 MPa)
Transducer

Differential Pressure Validyne CD15 +1- 10 V

Demodulator
Pressure Transducer Durham Instrument PI021-0005-111890 o - 3500 psi (0 - 24.1 MPa)
Pressure Amplifier Measurements Group 2310 +1- 10 V

Temperature Sensor Omega 44201 0- 100 deg C

Power Supply Pending Co. 301-16438 0- 30 V, 0 - 300 rnA

Power Supply Hewlett-Packard 6227B 0- 25 V, 0 - 2 A

Computer Not Applicable Intel Pentium II 400 MHz

AID, D/ABox Not Applicable CIO-DASI6/F 16 AI, 6AO Channels

Data Acquisition National Instruments CIO-DASI6/F 12 Bit

Board

3.2.3 Calibration Procedure

Experimental data collection required calibration of the pressure transducer,
differential pressure transducer and Rexroth LVDT. The temperature sensor

(thermister) required a known constant voltage input (used factory resister calibrations
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for temperature measurement) while the level sensor, being a digital signal, simply

required a power supply.
A Twin Seal Pressure Test Unit (Mansfield and Green Inc., Type 5525 #163�1) was

used to determine pressure transducer sensitivities. This calibration instrument uses

dead weights to create a known hydraulic pressure. By creating incremental pressures

(within the pressure specifications of the sensor), a carrier demodulator was calibrated

to deliver the correct gain and offset for the sensor. A typical gauge pressure transducer

should deliver an offset of zero. with a constant gain to supply pressure information. As

the calibration procedure was completed, measured pressure data was collected as the

transducer was loaded and unloaded (pressure). This information determined the

amount of hysteresis, if any, in the transducer operation. Sensors with hysteresis give

varying results depending on their "direction" of loading [26]. Figure 3.3 presents

calibration results from the Validyne differential pressure transducer.
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Figure 3.3 Experimental Validyne Differential Pressure Calibration Results.
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The Validyne differential pressure sensor had to be calibrated nwnerous times in

that each "side" of the transducer (uses a steel diaphragm) had to be independently
loaded to facilitate an overall calibration. As shown in Figure 3.3, a "best fit" or linear

regression of the calibration data fits well with actual calibration data points. Only the

final calibration is displayed on Figure 3.3. It is noted that during calibration, negligible

hysteresis and scatter was observed in the differential pressure calibration results.

Due to the integral steel diaphragm in the differential pressure transducer, a small

amount of hysteresis does occur at the transition from negative to positive differential

pressure. For this reason, the linear regression calibration results show a small voltage
offset. The small offset voltage was set to zero (valid approximation given its

magnitude) and the slope was inverted to result in a gain with units of Pa/volt. The

result of the Validyne differential pressure calibration was a gain (sensitivity) of

100,400 Pa/volt.

The Durham Instrwnent gauge pressure transducer was calibrated in much the same

manner (less intensive calibration in that it is not a "differential" sensor). The

calibrated sensitivity of the Durham pressure sensor was 1,723,800 Pa/volt.

As presented earlier, the National Instruments AID data acquisition board used to

sample transducer signals has 12 bit capability. This refers to the number of bits in its

register, which then dictates the nwnber of quantization parcels available. A 12 bit

register results in 212 (4096) steps or parcels available to discretize the analog signal.
The resolution of a sampled analog signal is given by [27]:

R I· (unit] Sensitivity
eso ution -- =

,

step SINe
(3.1)

where: SINe = Step Increment (step/volt),

Sensitivity = transducer calibration (unit/volt).
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NSTEP
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V

'

R

(3.2)

SINe in Equation (3.1) is described by:

where: VR is the analogue voltage range for the transducer (volt), and

NSTEP is the number of steps in the D/A register (12 bit = 212 steps).

The Validyne differential pressure transducer operated over a 20 volt range,; when

combined with its sensitivity and 12 bit conversion, a resulting sampling resolution of

490 Pa/step (0.0711 psi/step) was given. This resolution determined that experimental
data was collected in intervals of 490 Pa.

The largest possible quantization error in differential pressure is 245 Pa (half of the

resolution). Utilizing part of Equation (2.1) (force = pressure- area), and the main

spool end area (A = 3.142xl0-4 m2), the largest force (pressure) error due to

discritization was 0.077 N. This amount of error entering the force balance (Equations

(2.1) and (2.14» was acceptable in that it was less than 6% of the smallest force

contribution (Fe), while Fe was in fact a very small contribution to the overall force

profile.
As the gauge pressure transducer was not used to directly estimate valve parameters

(used to manually verify constant pressure source), a discussion on resolution and

measurement error will not be included in this Section.

A linear displacement calibration was also performed on the Rexroth LVDT. The

LVDT offers good measurement characteristics (as tested by Rexroth - less than 1 %

tolerance on linearity [22]). The calibrated sensitivity of the Rexroth LVOT was found

to be 6.408xl0-4 mlvolt. The LVDT resolution (again using the 12 bit register) was

calculated to be 0.00313 mm/step. This level of discretization accuracy is more than

sufficient when analyzing main spool displacement data which has a range of ±3.5 mm.
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3.3 Data Acquisition Procedure

A specific procedure was implemented in [16] so that particular proportional valve

parameters could be estimated. The procedure required data obtained from two

different operating conditions. The first operating condition was a shorted port scenario

where the load ports are blocked (Valves A and B closed) and fluid was allowed to flow

unrestricted across the load ports (Valve C open). In this case flow was allowed to pass

through the proportional valve while the main spool of the valve was forced (using

position feedback) to follow a desired input displacement.
In the second scenario (closed port), the load ports were again blocked (Valves A

and B closed) and no flow was permitted between load ports (Valve C now closed).
The spool was forced to follow a similar desired input displacement as in the first

scenario. A summary of the procedure used to obtain data is as follows.

1. The load was first isolated from the proportional solenoid valve by blocking the

outlet ports via Valves A and B.

2. The pump supplying fluid to the valve was started.

3. Fluid was allowed to flow through the proportional valve via the shorted load ports

(Valve C was open) causing a local increase in the system temperature.

4. When the desired operating "norm" was achieved (system temperature), data

acquisition in the shorted port scenario was initiated.

5. The blocked port (Valve C closed) or "no flow" scenario was then executed and the

appropriate data collected (valve differential pressure and main spool displacement

information).
6. Once all data was obtained, the valveswere returned to their normal positions

(Valves A and B open, Valve C closed) and the proportional solenoid valve was

allowed to resume its normal duty cycle.
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3.4 Experimental Control System
The experimental test rig was designed to run autonomously from system start up to

shut down. This included all mechanical functions, information gathering and system



health analysis. A PC with a multifunction data acquisition board (sampling rate of 500

Hz) was required to accomplish these duties. The duties included controlling the power

relays, sending position command signals to the proportional solenoid valve and

acquiring information on differential pressure (via demodulator), absolute pressure (via

demodulator), main spool position (via op amp board), load actuator position (via op

amp board), reservoir oil level and oil temperature (via op amp board).

3.4.1 Real-Time Workshop"
Real-Time Workshop'" software (component of Matlab®) was chosen as' the

controlling interface from the PC to the physical system due to its design flexibility and

mathematical ability. With the use of a data acquisition board, control board and power

relays (Table 3.2), Real-Time Workshop® programming was able to execute all

necessary physical duties ranging from oil cooling to proportional valve actuation. The

control program essentially operated with ten phases. Phases determined which events

took place and were activated in series as the experiment progressed.
The first phase enabled the experimental test rig to start and warm up. This warm

up cycle allowed the creation of an operating temperature "norm" at which data was

acquired. As the load was isolated during this phase, a constant amplitude and

frequency sinusoidal main spool displacement signal allowed the proportional valve to

bypass flow through the system and thus, warm the system.

Phase two held the main spool at a displacement of zero (middle position), while the

on/off solenoid valves were actuated and the accumulators were charged. Once this was

completed, phase three was activated. Phases three to five operated the proportional
solenoid valve in the shorted port scenario with each phase having a different main

spool displacement input (allowed a period of no flow between phases to charge the

accumulators). The input profiles used in phases three to five respectively followed this

form: i) constant amplitude triangular displacement input (constant velocity over one

cycle), increased velocity over time (increased frequency), ii) constant amplitude
sinusoidal displacement input (varied velocity over one cycle), increased velocity over

time (increased frequency), and iii) pseudo-random displacement input (varied
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amplitude and frequency with time). These input profiles were constructed to allow

more study into the effect of input profile on parameter estimation.

Phase six allowed the on/off solenoid valves the opportunity to configure for the

closed port scenario. Phases seven to nine activated the proportional solenoid valve in

the closed port condition using the same input profiles discussed in the shorted port

condition.

Phase ten (final phase) allowed for timed operation of the simulated industrial work

cycle. This phase included opening the load lines, closing the bypass valve and

randomly moving the simulated load.

This type of system configuration with Real-Time Workshop'" allowed for accurate

control over many experimental system parameters. Parameters such as start

temperature, desired main spool position inputs, operating pressures and sampling rates

were initialized in software for ease of operation.

3.4.2 Independent System Shutdown

The experimental test rig was designed to be capable of operating autonomously;

thus, an independent monitoring system was needed to measure: i) hydraulic oil

temperature, ii) hydraulic oil level and iii) computer "freeze up".
An independent circuit board was added to the system as a logic device external to

the computer. The circuit board has two inputs: i) a voltage input regarding the oil level

and temperature status from the computer and ii) an oscillating voltage signal regarding
the status of the computer itself.

Hydraulic oil level and temperature was monitored with internal logic in the

operating program. If either input fell below a programmed threshold, Real-Time

Workshop® would terminate a voltage signal being sent to the independent circuit

board. In the occurrence of computer malfunction, the computer may not be able to

execute any internal logic functions. The computer not performing its duties correctly
in this circumstance is the reason for needing the independent logic circuit. Real-Time

Workshop® was required to maintain a square wave voltage output to the independent
circuit board. In the event of computer freeze up, this output would terminate. The

oscillating voltage signal was passed to a frequency to voltage converter (on the circuit
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3.5 Rexroth Valve Internal Electronics

board). This converter would output a de voltage signal with the computer in normal

operation.
The circuit breaker that supplied electrical power to the test rig required a manual

start with a continuous power supply for subsequent operation. If this power supply
was interrupted, the system would shut down and would not be capable of re-starting
until it was manually re-set. Signals from the frequency to voltage converter and oil

level and temperature status were passed to an AND gate on the circuit board. The

AND gate maintained a set voltage output when both inputs were above a certain

threshold. An AND gate signal of five volts represented normal system operation while

a zero volt signal denoted shut down. The AND gate signal in the circuit board was

used to control a relay supplying power to the circuit breaker. In the event of system

overheating, line breakage or computer freeze up, the test rig would shut down.

The particular Rexroth proportional solenoid valve chosen for this research was

received from the factory with a controller board embedded in the valve body. The

current parameter estimation scheme dictated a study of an industrial valve in operation,
and as such, the valve was not modified. The valve was allowed to use its controller

board with parameters set during its manufacturing.
The Rexroth controller board function was to provide main spool displacement

control. The board accepted a voltage input proportional to the desired placement of the

main spool. With this input, the board then determined which primary solenoid to

activate and the intensity at which to activate. Using position feedback information

supplied from the internal LVDT, the board ensured accurate control over main spool

position.

Another important function of the controller board was applying deadzone

compensation, which was discussed in Section 2.5.1. This compensator was not

disabled, as it would be always present in any practical implementation.
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Chapter 4

Simulation Modeling
This research is attempting to develop a numerical algorithm that will automatically

estimate proportional solenoid valve parameters in a consistent, non-biased, and

accurate manner. Previous valve parameter estimations were performed using a

graphical proportionalsolenoid parameter estimation method [16]. Since the current

estimation research has grown from the graphical method, it is important to understand

the graphical method in order to generate appropriate simulation data and allow insight
into the requirement and development of a numerical (neural network) parameter

estimation algorithm.

4.1 Graphical Parameter Estimation Method

The graphical parameter estimation method [16] solves constant proportional valve

parameters by manual "best fitting" of straight lines to both closed and shorted port

plotted valve information (graphs of differential pressure and spool displacement versus

time). This linearized approach in parameter estimation allows for the manual

calculation of valve parameters presented in Equations (2.1) and (2.14).

4.1.1 Graphical Closed Port Analysis
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 present experimental closed port Rexroth proportional solenoid

valve information, collected over one cycle of a triangular displacement input. It must

be noted that Figure 4.2 is the proportional valve's response to the desired main spool

displacement input. The actual input given in this figure is a triangular displacement

input with constant velocity (straight lines); the deadzone compensator (as discussed in

Section 2.5.1) changes the valve response in main spool displacements around the null

(centered) position. The valve displacement response has been divided into four

quadrants (four to each input cycle); only one cycle of displacement response is shown

in Figure 4.2. Each quadrant defines constant displacement and velocity characteristics;

quadrant one contains positive spool displacements (+ xv) and spool velocities (+ xv),

while quadrant two contains + Xv and - x.,; Quadrant three contains - Xv and - x,;
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Deadzone Compensation

while quadrant four contains - x, and + xv' Knowing the direction of spool velocity

(knowing which quadrant the spool is in) is very important in determining the effect of

coulomb and viscous friction on the force balance of the main spool.
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Figure 4.1 Experimental Closed Port Differential Pressure.
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Figure 4.2 Experimental Closed Port Main Spool Displacement.

At the start of quadrant 1 (Figure 4.1), the pressure in the blocked port rapidly
increases when the spool has passed through its deadzone. Figure 4.1 can also be

visualized as a force versus time plot through division of the pressure term by the

constant end area of the main spool. This increase in pressure (force applied to the end

of the main spool) is needed to overcome the initial pre-compression of spring 1.

Following this increase, a gradual and approximately linear rise in differential pressure

occurs as a result of spring 1 being compressed. In the blocked port scenario (being
shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2), an instantaneous drop in differential pressure occurs at

the transition from quadrant 1 to quadrant 2 (this drop in differential pressure is more

pronounced in the transition from quadrant 3 to quadrant 4). This drop is due to the

sign change in velocity that causes the friction forces to change their direction of

application. The magnitude of this drop, in terms of a net force on the spool, is equal to

twice the sum of coulomb and viscous friction forces. In order to calculate the coulomb

and viscous friction parameters (Fe and Bs), pressure profile curves at two different

velocities (triangular input signal at two different frequencies) are required. Coulomb
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friction is assumed constant and therefore, the difference in magnitude of the above

mentioned drop from one velocity to the next can be solely attributed to viscous

friction, thereby simplifying the evaluation of Bs.

The effect of data linearization (here completed graphically) can be seen in the two

expanded regions of Figure 4.1. Using this graphical method, it is shown how (in the

closed port scenario) the spring pre-compressions, spring rates, valve deadzones and

spool velocity can be directly estimated from the plots. As previously mentioned, two

different constant velocities are required to differentiate the effects of coulomb and

viscous friction (force due to viscous friction being velocity dependent). As such,

friction parameters may also be graphically estimated. Analysis of main spool
acceleration will be addressed later; however, assuming a zero acceleration term over

the steady state constant velocity profile allows the spool mass acceleration term to be

neglected in the force balance.

4.1.2 Graphical Shorted Port Analysis
The graphical parameter estimation method [16] requires completion of closed port

parameter estimation prior to any shorted port valve parameter estimation. The

objective in shorted port parameter estimation is the estimation of the main spool orifice

area gradient, w. As discussed in Section 2.7.2, a result of metering flow through a

proportional valve (or any type of spool valve for that matter) are flow reaction forces.

The result of steady state flow reaction forces, Fr , (Equation (2.7)), for a constant

orifice area gradient (linear orifice area) and pressure drop across the valve, is a linear

spring force dependent on the main spool displacement. This linear force relationship

should appear as a linear differential pressure (AP) relationship over time on an

experimental shorted port differential pressure versus time plot (as main spool position
is linearly dependent with time for a triangular displacement input). As such, the linear

M> profile ("spring force" in Figure 4.1) for the shorted port scenario (as Xv is not within

the main spool deadband) will include main spool spring force and steady state flow

force.

With this linear region of AP (again linearized graphically) for the shorted port

scenario having contribution from both spring and flow forces, it is evident that spring
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forces must be known in order to isolate the "effective spring rate" of the flow reaction

force. A slope estimation (in terms of Palm) in the linearized shorted port scenario

minus the slope estimation in the linearized closed port scenario allows the estimation

of a constant orifice area gradient, w. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 present experimental shorted

port proportional solenoid valve information over one cycle of a triangular displacement

input. In the shorted port scenario, only one cycle of differential pressure and main

spool position versus time information is necessary because friction parameters have

previously been estimated from the closed port data.

The shorted port scenario main spool displacement input reaches a maximum stroke

of 1 mm as compared to the 3 mm stroke given in the closed port scenario. The

underlying reason for this change of input amplitude is the lack of flow available from

the hydraulic pump and charged accumulators. As deliverable flow diminishes, the

pressure drop across the proportional valve no longer maintains a constant value. This

phenomenon will be addressed further in Chapter 7; a smaller main spool stroke allows

the generation of a sustainable constant pressure drop.
As shown in Figure 4.3, it is difficult to manually draw a "best fit" line to the

differential pressure profile in the flow metering area. It is easily seen that the force

profile in this region is not linear. From results presented in Figure 4.1, it is shown that

spring forces are in fact linear, therefore, flow reaction forces are not acting as one

linear spring over the entire main spool displacement range investigated in Figure 4.3.

As mentioned in Section 2.7.2, it is expected to find some degree of non-linearity in the

flow force profile. Further investigation into the cause of this non-linearity in flow

force and its effect on a linear orifice area gradient estimation will follow in Chapter 7.

Shown in both differential pressure profiles (shorted and closed port), are the identical

effects of deadzone compensation and spring pre-compressions. It is important to

reflect that the positive and negative deadzone values (m) do not necessarily represent

the actual deadzone values due to main spool machining tolerances. When employing
Rexroth deadzone compensation, only the factory pre-set deadzone offsets may be

found graphically; "kick-in" points may occur beyond actual deadzone positions.
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4.1.3 Graphical Rexroth Proportional Solenoid Valve Results

Calculations completed using the graphical parameter estimation technique [16] on

experimental data collected from the Rexroth proportional solenoid valve may be found

in Appendix C.

Table 4.1 summarizes the results (as found in Appendix C) of this graphically
linearized main spool parameter estimation. The Rexroth valve information used in

these parameter estimation calculations were acquired from the experimental setup (as
discussed in Chapter 3) at a system operating temperature of 40 degrees Centigrade

(Data Set A40).
As shown in the sample calculations of Appendix C, many sources of error are

encountered when manually best fitting straight lines to the graphical data. Manual

parameter estimation would be biased between different people analyzing the data and

therefore, more so biased when linearizing non-linear data. As such, it is desirable to

implement a mathematical method of estimating proportional valve parameters in a

consistent non-bias environment.

Table 4.1 Experimental Graphical Parameter Estimation Results.

Valve Parameter Graphical Parameter Estimation Value

Bs (Ns/m) 278

Fc (N) 1.3

Kl (N/m) 48,870
K2 (N/m) 53,460
FpC1 (N) 60.4

Fpc2 (N) 68.5

w(m) 0.0156

Positive Deadzone (m) 0.00022

Negative Deadzone (m) 0.00020

4.2 Generation of Simulated Data

As mentioned in Section 1.5, it is important to have noise free simulation results

comprised of known valve parameters to enable testing of a neural based parameter

estimation algorithm. Any parameter estimation technique must be capable of solving
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constant parameters in a reliable and repeatable manner prior to any experimental

testing.
With closed and shorted port main spool force models in place, three further steps

must be complete prior to obtaining simulation data. These three steps are: i) a

computer program must be chosen to handle the mathematical and organizational duty
in executing the simulation and storing the results, ii) simulation parameter values must

be chosen which represent physical main spool parameter values, and iii) an appropriate
main spool input signal must be chosen to fit within the valve's physical limitations and

deliver the desired valve response characteristics.

Real-Time Workshop" software was chosen to handle the physical duties involved

in experimental test rig control and data acquisition. An integral component of Matlab®

is Simulink® that allows mathematical system modeling and control, utilizing a

graphical interface between user and software. Due to Simulink'" s immense variability

in modeling (large library of modeling tools) and its user-friendly interface, it was

chosen to handle step 1.

As discussed in Section 4.1, the linearized graphical parameter estimation procedure

designed by Mourre et al. was used to estimate experimental constant main spool

parameters. Steps II and III (previously mentioned) were linked in that a desired main

spool displacement signal was necessary to allow generation of valve data and hence,

allow parameter estimation. A triangular main spool displacement signal was used to

create the data used in Section 4.1; however, any type of input profile may be employed
in the generation of simulated data.

In the process of creating simulation data a main spool displacement signal was

chosen. This displacement signal was then processed to add the effects of a Rexroth

deadband compensator. This deadband compensated displacement signal was then

differentiated to create a main spool velocity profile necessary in the calculation of

viscous friction force components. As spool mass was being neglected (again to be

addressed in Chapter 7), the generation of an acceleration signal was not necessary.

The main spool displacement and velocity signals were then passed to the simulations

of Equations (2.1) and (2.14) in the generation of closed and shorted port differential

pressure profiles.
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Utilizing the experimental Rexroth results found in Section 4.1.3 and manufacturer

factory specifications, a set of Rexroth proportional solenoid valve parameters was

formed in order to generate simulation data. The parameters shown in Table 4.2 are

used in both the closed and shorted port simulation scenarios.

Table 4.2 Simulation Proportional Solenoid Valve Parameters.

Valve Parameter Simulation Parameter Value

B, (Ns/m) 200

Fc (N) 2.0

K} (N/m) 48,000
K2 (N/m) 48,000
Fpc} (N) 72

Fpc2 (N) 72

w(m) 0.0152

Positive Deadzone (m) 0.00020

Negative Deadzone (m) 0.00020

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 do not specify an operating system pressure. In both the

experimental and simulation scenarios, a constant supply pressure (Ps) of 13.1 MPa

(1900 psi) was applied to the proportional solenoid valve.

4.2.1 Generation of Closed Port Simulation Data

Figure 4.5 is a schematic of the Simulink'" process used in creating simulated closed

port differential pressure data. Since data is simulated discreetly, each input and output

value is included in an array. As such, each value is treated as a discreet value of k.

For each input, xv(k) and xv(k), there is one solution of differential pressure,

�P
_ SM(k) (see Figure 4.5). Equation (2.1) reveals the valve parameter force

contributions dependence on main spool position and velocity. By this, Equation (2.1)

changes form depending upon which quadrant the main spool is in during its stroke.

For example, the main spool cannot experience a force due to the pre-compression of

Spring 2 if it is in quadrant 1. As such, it is necessary to differentiate which quadrant
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the main spool is operating in to ensure the correct form of Equation (2.1). Correct

quadrant placement is also necessary in determining the direction of coulomb friction

application.
This method of simulation data generation is able to accommodate any type of main

spool displacement profile. An example triangular displacement profile is considered in

Figure 4.6. In an attempt to further mimic the experimental setup, a 500 Hz (0.002
seconds between sampled data points) sampling rate is used for both the simulation and

experimental setup.

Simulated main spool velocity information must be generated through

differentiation of the main spool displacement data in Simulink'". This is the same

method used to create experimental velocity data, as main spool velocity is not directly
measured experimentally. The entire experimental velocity profile is filtered to reduce

the effect of differentiation noise. In the simulated case however, the velocity profile is

not filtered. Instead, spikes created in the simulated velocity profile as the main spool
enters and leaves the deadzone region are removed from the waveform. The spikes are

created as a result of differentiation of the simulated discontinuous waveform.

xv(k)

�P_SM(k)

�k»_:_j
�(�;·:o

x.(k» 0

--.1 Fpcl •

1 --.��·;·:o

Figure 4.5 Schematic of Simulated Closed Port Data Generation.
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4.2.2 Generation of Shorted Port Simulation Data

Figure 4.9 is a schematic of the Simulink" process used in creating simulated

shorted port differential pressure data.

xv(k)

Figure 4.9 Schematic of Simulated Shorted Port Data Generation.
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The creation of simulated shorted port valve data is completed in the same manner

as closed port data; however, as can be seen in Figure 4.9, an additional term is included

to add the effects of a linear flow reaction force on the produced differential pressure

profile. This additional flow reaction force creates a larger slope in the differential

pressure profile when metering flow.

Similar to the experimental implementation, the simulation shorted port input signal
does not have to be the same as the one used in the closed port simulation to enable

parameter estimation.
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Figure 4.10 Simulation Shorted Port Main Spool Displacement Input (after Deadzone

Compensation).
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Figure 4.10 demonstrates the different input signal used for the creation of

simulated shorted port information. Figure 4.11 demonstrates the resulting simulation

shorted port differential pressure response. The reasoning for a different shorted port

input signal will be addressed further in Chapter 7.
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Figure 4.11 Simulation Shorted Port Differential Pressure Response.
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Chapter 5

Neural Network Theory and Applications
5.1 Neural Network Background

Neural network theory is derived from "mankind's quest in understanding the

workings of the human brain" [28]. In the middle of the 19th century, German scientists

Matthias Jakob Schleiden and Theodor Schwann proposed that all living things were

comprised of distinct units called cells. Once this level of biological anatomy was

accepted, many scientists began constructing theories on the workings of the human

brain. At this time in history, many scientists, predominantly Camillo Golgi, believed

the human brain acted as a whole, independent of its individual parts (regardless of the

findings ofSchleiden and Schwann). In 1891, the German anatomist Wilhem Waldeyer

suggested the brain was comprised of discrete cellular entities which he named

"neurons". It was not until the 1950's (with the advent of the electron microscope) that

a brain cell (or brain "neuron") membrane was seen, verifying a cellular brain structure.·

The suggestion of Waldeyer's discrete brain structure led researchers to begin

development of mathematical models to mimic discrete neuronal activity.
Researchers suggest that a single brain neuron consists of three major components: a

cell body or soma, a series of input channels called dendrites and output channels

leaving the cell body called axons (there is usually only one axon per cell). Although

biological neurons come in many different shapes, sizes, connections and excitabilities,

it is agreed that the operation of a neuron is to receive electrical inputs through its

dendrites, sum these inputs in the soma (possibly add some value of bias), process this

value with some type of function and output the signal to the axon(s). The brain is

simply an extremely large array of neurons (as many as 10 billion) interconnected by

multiple pathways of dendrites and axons (as many as 100 trillion) [28]. The vast

capability of the human brain (via this remarkable neural structure) led researchers to

develop artificial (mathematical) models of biological neural structure or "neural

networks" .

By 1943, McCulloch and Pitts had constructed the first "classical" computational
model of nervous activity. In the 1950's and 1960's, the first single layer artificial

neural networks were developed. The subsequent explosion of computational ability
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through computers and now micro-computers has led to enormous amounts of research

and understanding in the world ofneural computing.
The objective of this chapter is to provide a brief overview of neural network

theory, training approaches and some applications. A more rigorous mathematical

approach can be found in the references cited [28,29].

5.2 The Artificial Neuron

A generic artificial neuron is depicted in Figure 5.1.

1

�ur (k)

U2 (k) g (k) y (k)
•

•

•

Un (k)

Figure 5.1 Generic Artificial Neuron.

The artificial neuron was designed to be a mathematical description of the biological
neural process. Mathematically, the influence one neuron has on another is described

by the weight associated with the interconnection between them (the biological

counterpart of this interconnection is the synapse). When the neural network learns

something in response to an input, these weights may be modified. The neuron's

sampled inputs U , where U is an array containing all inputs UI (k), U2 (k) ...un (k), are

multiplied by their corresponding weights in the weighting array W, where W is an

array containing all weighting information WI, W2 ...Wn' A bias term (input value of

n

unity), Wbias, is then added to the sum of the weighted inputs, L Wi u., to become a
i=l

single value, g (k) (Figure 5.1). This single value, g(k), is representative of information

from each input. g(k) is then processed by a mapping function, y in Figure 5.1, which
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may vary from a simple linear function to a more complex non-linear function (Figure
5.2 presents various mapping functions). The mapping function output, y(k) is then

used to either pass on information to another neuron or use the output directly as some

useful signal.

Mapping functions in general have adjustable parameters; when combined with

weights that may be varied through some type of training operation, a desired neural

output may be achieved. The choice in mapping function depends entirely on the neural

network application. Early artificial neural models (McCulloch and Pitts) employed
hard limiting discontinuous mapping functions (Figure S.2b) which gave a positive I

output for inputs larger than zero and a negative 1 output for inputs less than zero. This

type of function is useful for linear pattern classification problems; however, weight

adjustment can be difficult (due to the non-continuous mapping function) [29].
Continuous mapping functions may vary from a simple linear relationship (Figure S.2a)
to more complex non-linear relationships such as the tan-sigmoid (Figure S.2c) and log

sigmoid (Figure S.2d) [30].

5.3 Creation of Neural Networks

The mathematical ability of a single neuron is limited. As demonstrated in Figure
5.1, a single neuron linearly applies a weight to its inputs, adds a bias value and

processes it with some mapping function. In a single neuron employing a non-linear

mapping function, the non-linear neural output will effectively take the same form as

the non-linear mapping function. As such, a single neuron is only able to mimic a very

limited number of non-linear functions.

A neural network (NN) is constructed by combining multiple layers of neurons in

series and parallel. This interconnection of neurons allows the NN to learn and mimic

quite complex non-linear functions. There is no set organization when constructing
neural networks; the size and depth of the neural network must be determined by the

specific application. Figure 5.3 demonstrates a three layered neural network with a

single input, u(k), and single output, y(k), structure.
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g(k)
---........ -1

y(k) = mslopeg(k) + bint y(k) = 1, g(k) > 0,

y(k) = -1, g(k) < O.where mslope and bint are adjustable.

a) Linear Mapping Function. b) Hard Limiting Mapping Function.

1 -----------------------::.;;,;-----

y(k)

g(k)

ea.g(k) _ e-a'g(k)
y(k) =

a.g(k) -a.g(k)e +e
(k)

-

1
y -

1 -a·g(k)+e

where a. is adjustable. where a. is adjustable.

c) Tan-Sigmoid Mapping Function. d) Log-Sigmoid Mapping Function.

Figure 5.2 Examples of Mapping Functions Used in Neural Architecture.
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y(k)

Input Layer Hidden Layer Output Layer

Figure 5.3 Three-Layered Neural Network Structure.

The first layer in the neural network is usually referred to as the input layer. Shown

in Figure 5.3, is one input, u(k), being passed to the three neurons in the input layer.
Neurons may be passed numerous inputs;· however, only one input signal is

demonstrated in Figure 5.3. The processed signals from the input layer are then passed
to the second layer in the NN, commonly referred to as the hidden layer (numerous
hidden layers are possible in NN structures). Figure 5.3 shows four individual inputs to

the hidden layer neurons. The purpose of the output layer is to combine all of the NN

information into a desirable number of outputs; only one output, y(k), is required in

Figure 5.3. As the human brain requires an immense number of neurons to handle

highly non-linear tasks, an artificial NN also requires a sufficient number of layers and

neurons to learn and mimic non-linear functions. A NN with one input and one output

layer is capable of approximating any constrained non-linear function, as long as the

input layer has a sufficient number of neurons [30].

5.4 Static and Dynamic Neural Networks

As in most areas of NN computing, parameters must be chosen the fit the needs of

the required task; this also applies to selection of an appropriate NN structure. A static

NN is one that uses only the current input, u(k), to determine an output, y(k). Here the
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output is dependent only on the current sampled time step information. NN's of this

structure merely manipulate the input information of that time step and as such, have no

"memory"; any prior output state, y(k-l), y(k-2), ...y(k-n), is not required in creating the

current output state, y(k). A dynamic NN is one that uses any number of previous

output states as inputs along with the current input information, u(k), in creating the

current state, y(k). Figure 5.4 illustrates the signal "flow" in static and dynamic neural

networks (the NN "box" represents all layers and interconnections of the NN).

y(k-I)

a) Static NN Structure b) Dynamic NN Structure

Figure 5.4 Signal Flow in Static and Dynamic Neural Network Structures [30].

A static NN is commonly termed a feed-forward network, while a dynamic NN is

referred to as a recursive network. As a recursive neural network output is a function of

all previous outputs, y(k-I), y(k-2), ...etc., a feed-forward neural network with all

previous inputs, u(k-I), u(k-2), ... etc., can be implemented to give the same results. In

cases where large data arrays are processed, a feed-forward structure of this type would

be very wasteful in computing storage and time. As such, it is important to choose an

optimal neural network structure based on its requirements. Figure 5.4 illustrates one

input u(k), one output y(k), and one feed-back element y(k-I) for the recursive structure

while in reality, many more variations are possible.

5.5 Neural Network Applications
The use of neural networks has flourished with the advent of powerful personal

computers and user friendly software. Neural networks are used to approximate
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numerical functions (used in weather prediction) and classify data formations (pattern

classification).
Two linearly separable groups may be classified using one neuron with a hard

limiting mapping function. The combination of neurons in multiple layers (multi

layered NN) allows the creation oflogic functions such as AND, OR and NOT [31].
Neural networks may be used to approximate continuous numerical functions

through training to deliver the same result as the numerical function itself (given the

same input). This type of approximation is very useful when a plant or system is to be

modeled and the plant or system parameters are unknown. Here, the NN can take the

place of the unknown plant and be trained to mimic the plant function. Figure 5.5

demonstrates the use of a neural network for a plant function approximation using a

single input, single output, static neural network.

In the situation presented in Figure 5.5, the appropriate input and output states are

collected from the plant and placed into a numerical data array. This physical set of

input/output relationships is used to train or modify the NN weights; for simplicity, the

NN in Figure 5.5 contains only one adjustable weight.

u(k) ---I

Plant

Training
Algorithm

y(k,w)

Optimally Adjust w

Figure 5.5 Neural Network Function Approximation [30].
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5.6 Neural Network Training
A NN training algorithm must be able to manipulate error information to effectively

modify its weights in giving a better overall match between its output and the desired

plant output. The training of multi-layered neural networks was not possible until the

use of smooth continuous (differentiable) mapping functions were in place to resemble

the hard-limiting mapping function presented by McCulloch and Pitts. The tan-sigmoid
of Figure 5.2c, can approximate the hard-limiting function (Figure 5.2b) by using a

large value for o, The use of smooth differentiable mapping functions allowed the use

of the back-propagation training algorithm.

Back-propagation allows a training algorithm to work backwards though a multi

layered neural network to determine each weight's influence on the NN output; the

training algorithm can then decide how much positive or negative change is required in

that weight to give a better overall NN solution.

For simplicity, the neural network presented in Figure 5.5 will be used to

demonstrate the process of back-propagation. Again, with reference to Figure 5.5, the

error between the plant output Yd(k) and the NN output y(k,w) is given as:

The initial value of the weight may be randomly determined to remove any human

bias in training. The first input state in the data array is passed to the static NN where it

generates an output, y(k,w), based on that specific input and the randomly set weight.
As the plant output information, yd(k) has already been determined, it is passed to a

summing junction with the negative value of the NN output, y(k,w). The summing

junction finds the error, error(k,w), for that specific time step in the data array. This

process is completed for all time steps in the data array, effectively creating an array of

error values. At this point the error values are manipulated by a training algorithm
which modifies the NN weight in order to lower the difference between the plant

output, Yd(k), and the NN output, y(k,w). This entire process is repeated until a

sufficient level of error has been achieved; at this point, the NN has effectively become

a numerical copy of the plant.

error(k,w) = Yd(k) - y(k,w). (5.1)
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_ � 8J(k, w)
Wnew - W - J...l L...J '

k=l aw
(5.3)

A suitable performance index must be developed to give equal weight to both positive
and negative values of error for each time step in the data series. The error-squared

performance index is given by:

J(k,w) = error(k,wl (5.2)

The performance index can be differentiated with respect to each individual NN weight
to determine its gradient value. The gradient reveals how the weight should be

modified to return a lower performance index (in turn decrease the error). Employing a

method termed "batch training", each weight gradient is summed over the entire data

set. This total gradient value is then averaged by the number of data points in the array

to give an on average "best" change possible for that specific weight. Utilizing batch

training, the calculation of a newly trained weight is given by [30]:

where: w is the previous weight value,

Wnew is the newly adjusted weight to reduce overall error,

J...l is the learning rate,

n is the number of time steps (data values) in the data array,

8J(k, w) is the gradient of performance index with respect to the weight.
aw

8J(k, w)
== -2. error(k w).

8y(k, w)
aw

� aw' (5.4)

Because the performance index is a function of error, the gradient term in Equation

(4.3) may be expanded as follows:

where: 8y(k, w) is the gradient of the NN output with respect to the weight.
aw
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As mentioned earlier, the process of calculating individual gradients, summing and

averaging the gradients, and solving new weights must be executed in a loop function

until an acceptable level of error has been achieved. Equations (5.1) through (5.4)
describe the fundamental use of back-propagation in the work presented in this

research. The method of batch training using back-propagation is employed and as

such, further discussion will follow in Chapter 6 into the direct application of these two

important principles on parameter estimation.
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Chapter 6

Simulation Results

6.1 Introduction

The use of neural networks in many engineering applications over the last 20 years

has led to numerous papers and articles in the area of parameter estimation and

condition monitoring using neural networks. As shown by research completed at Bath

University [32], multi-layered neural networks can be used to predict (estimate) the

behavior of non-linear dynamic fluid power systems. Although there are major
differences between learning the behavior of a plant and estimating the parameters

within that plant, it is conceded that the method of neural parameter estimation given in

this research is most likely not novel to engineering systems. However, a review of the

literature has shown that the specific application of individual neurons estimating

proportional solenoid valve parameters has not been considered [33].

6.2 Single Neuron Choice

In traditional neural network use, individual weighting values are not considered. In

these circumstances, only the input and output information from the neural network is

scrutinized. In analyzing Equations (2.1) and (2.14), it was found that individual valve

parameters could be replaced with neural network weights. These weighting values

could then be trained to mimic valve parameters and therefore, place importance on

their actual value. Equation (2.1), for example, may be re-written as:

(P P )A dx, 1
. (dxv) d2xv

2
-

1 -wB ---wKxv - ,wpc -wI<: SIgn -- = wM -2-S dt C dt dt
(6.1)

for, x, > 0, WK = WKh WPC = WPCl,

x, < 0, WK = WK2, WPC = -WPC2,

x, = 0, spool is held in center position.

In order to graphically represent Equation (6.1) and gain further understanding,

Figure 5.1 may be re-drawn as indicated in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 Preliminary Neural Parameter Estimation Neuron.

A single neuron was employed in the estimation algorithm because the non-linear

function approximation capabilities of a multi-layered NN was not necessary in this

linearized parameter estimation approach. An initial research goal was to develop a

simplified algorithm, capable of estimating constant proportional valve parameters.

If one now compares this neuron morphology to that of Figure 5.1, it is evident that

the neuron of Figure 6.1 is the same as the single generic neuron but with a linear

mapping function (Figure 5.2a).

6.3 Neural Parameter Estimation Technique
Figure 6.2 is a schematic of the neural based closed port training configuration used

to estimate the proportional valve's parameters. SIMULATION MODEL 1 (hereafter
referred to as SM1) is a block diagram representation of Equation (2.1) that contains

predetermined valve parameters that reflect the parameters of the actual valve (as
demonstrated in Section 4.2.1). The NEURAL MODEL 1 (NM1) is structurally the

same as SM1 except that the parameters have been replaced by the individual neurons.
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The object of this configuration is to modify an adjustable weight in each individual

neuron until dP_NM(k) approaches dP_SM(k). Under this condition, the neuron-type

parameters should mimic the predetermined plant parameters Bs, Fc, Fpc}, Fpc2, K}, and

K2. NMI will then essentially contain the estimated parameters of SMI.

To test the ability of the neuron model to actually predict parameter values under

ideal conditions, a simulation (SM1) of the valve was used as the plant. The advantage
in this approach is that the data source is free of sensor noise and unknown main spool
force characteristics (the same force model is used in both the estimation algorithm and

simulation). Also, the valve parameters are known and have exact values, which is

important in determining the accuracy of the trained neural model and hence the

effectiveness of the training algorithm. This parameter estimation process may be

applied to actual valve data by replacing SMI information with experimentally acquired
data.

In the configuration shown in Figure 6.2, a sampled data set containing spool

position, xv(k), and spool velocity, xv(k)(c�eated in Simulink" from Xv data) are used

as inputs into the two models. The corresponding difference between the outputs,

dP_SM(k) and dP_NM(k), is passed to the training algorithm that adjusts the weight in

each neural structure, as shown in Equation (5.3). Valve deadzone is inherent in the

input signals of Figure 6.2; therefore, no further deadzone action is required by the

closed port configuration.

Figure 6.3 is a schematic of the neural based shorted port training configuration.
Simulation data is generated in the same manner as Figure 6.2, however, an additional

flow force term is added to the force balance. It is also noted that deadzone

compensation must be added to the routine as flow forces do not begin to act until the

main spool orifices open (unlike spring forces which act as soon as the spool is moved).
All parameters estimated in the closed port analysis are used as fixed variable in the

shorted port analysis; only the orifice area gradient is estimated in Figure 6.3. The "Fr

Constant" used in Figure 6.3 may be referenced in Appendix C where it has a value

equal to (0.43)(13.1 MPa).
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Figure 6.2 Schematic of the Closed Port Neural Training Configuration.
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The closed port training algorithm in this configuration implements batch training
where an error, i\P_SM(k) - dP_NM(k), is first calculated at each point, k, in the data

set. Next, a performance index at each point based on the square of the error at each

point is calculated. Following this, a gradient of the performance index with respect to

each weight of each individual neuron, is evaluated for each point in the data set. The

average gradient with respect to each weight is then evaluated over the entire data set.

New values of weight for each neuron are then calculated by multiplying the average

gradient value by a pre-set learning rate and subtracting the resultant from the previous

weight value. This process is repeated until the average performance index over the

relevant differential pressure data set is reduced to an acceptable or minimum level.

The overall benefit of using this method is that all data points in the data set

(regardless of quadrant position) are used in the estimation of proportional valve

parameters. Each data point allows the calculation of specific weighting gradients; this
,

gradient is then used to update and better the corresponding parameter estimation. As a

comparison to the graphical parameter estimation method, the use of individually
trained neurons allows the "best fit" straight line to apply to all quadrants at the same

time, not only a single quadrant as depicted in Appendix C.

The estimated parameters from the closed port scenario are then used in the shorted

port scenario to facilitate the determination of the remaining unknown parameter,

orifice area gradient.
With previous knowledge of valve deadzone parameters (measured manually,

therefore, not an unknown factor), the region of spool displacement where flow forces

act is also known. For a new NEURAL MODEL (NM2) which trains to SM2, all the

estimated neural parameters previously determined in NMI are used as fixed

parameters. Note that the configuration ofSM2 and NM2 is similar in structure to SMI

and NMl, but now includes the additional parameter ww, which is to be estimated. The

orifice area gradient, w, is estimated in a similar fashion to the other neural valve

parameters previously determined in NMI.
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6.4 Simulation Parameter Estimation Results

Using the method outlined in the previous Section, the neural parameter estimation

technique was used to estimate the simulated valve parameters presented in Table 4.2.

Using Fortran Visual Workbench", a code to execute the necessary numerical functions

in applying the parameter estimation method was written by the author. Appendix D

outlines the Fortran programming code necessary to load, manipulate and output data to

facilitate the parameter estimation method.

Utilizing 6354 closed port sampled data points from each of differential pressure,

main spool displacement, and main spool velocity (acquired with sampling rate of 500

Hz) from a multi-frequency triangular displacement input, Figure 4.7, and 2750 shorted

port sampled data points (of the same information), simulation results were estimated

and are shown in Table 6.1. The closed port section of the parameter estimation

program was allowed to loop a million times while the shorted port section looped two

hundred thousand times in training. This amount of training cycles (one training cycle
constitutes one pass through entire data set) was ample in both scenarios to obtain

constant parameter estimations. A certain level of error was not used to stop training;
the parameters were simply trained until their value was constant.

As shown in Table 6.1, the neural parameter estimation program is able to

accurately estimate the simulated parameter values. The largest error is seen in the

viscous friction prediction; this is probably attributed to the numerical error introduced

when calculating main spool velocity in Matlab®. As the prediction of coulomb friction

is dependent on viscous friction, a larger percent difference is also noticed in its

estimation.

The neural parameter estimation algorithm was executed a number of times utilizing
the same set of numerical data. Consistent parameter estimation results were calculated

each time the program was run. This demonstrated the algorithm's back-propagation

ability of finding a consistent minimal error (finding consistent weighting values for the

individual neurons). As presented in Appendix D, chosen learning rates (u in Equation

(5.3)) differ between individual estimation neurons. Learning rates determine how

quickly each weight trains to the desired parameter value. High learning rates may

make the weighting process unstable while low learning rates make the estimation
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process take longer. It is also important to note that certain parameters (weights) may

be trained faster than others; for example, it was found to be beneficial to have the

spring rates converge quickly (large force contributors) and other smaller force

contributors converge slower.

Table 6.1 Parameter Estimation Results from Simulation Data.

Valve Parameter Simulation Parameter Value Parameter Estimation Value % Difference

a, (Ns/m) 200 199.3 -0.33

Fc(N) 2.0 2.00 0.22

Kl (N/m) 48,000 48,002 0.004

K2 (N/m) 48,000 48,002 0.004

Fpcl (N) 72 72.0 -0.004

Fpc2 (N) 72 72.0 -0.005

w(m) 0.0152 0.0152 -0.020

Positive Deadzone (m) 0.00020

Negative Deadzone (m) 0.00020

Tests were also completed to determine the algorithm's sensitivity in estimating

individually modified parameters. For example, the neural estimation algorithm was

able to correctly estimate Bs when the simulated value of Bs alone was changed to

150 Ns/m. This ability was also demonstrated by all parameters. In summary, the

algorithm was able to correctly estimate any changed simulation parameter (from the

basis of Table 6.1) and any number of concurrently modified parameters.

The impact of the sensitivity testing reveals that under experiment conditions, if one

parameter were to change and not influence any other (have no correlation to other

parameters), the neural parameter estimation algorithm should correctly estimate that

parameter. The algorithm could then be able to determine a change in that sole

parameter by tracking the parameter value over time.
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Chapter 7

Experimental Results and Discussion

7.1 Spool Mass Exclusion

The neural parameter estimation algorithm excludes the effect of spool mass in

Equations (2.1) and (2.14). A justification of this exemption must be formed from a

small main spool mass value and/or small main spool accelerations to give an

insignificant M· Xv force contribution to the closed and shorted port force balances.

Since the Rexroth proportional solenoid valve was not disassembled, an accurate

main spool mass measurement was not possible. Instead, an approximate main spool
mass was calculated using the density of an alloyed steel (7860 kg/nr') and the

approximate main spool volume as estimated from a Rexroth schematic (2.56xI0-5 rrr'),
An approximate main spool mass was estimated to be' 200 g. Figure 7.1 reveals an

experimental main spool displacement, velocity, and acceleration profile (filtered

velocity and acceleration) for closed port Data Set A40.

0.008

·-'--1
I

0.006 -1----1--1----------<-_----------1---+-_0---+-____<

Main Spool Displacement

Filtered Main Spool
Acceleration

-0.006 --i---e-.+----------II--II-----------II--I--_____O_O------<

Same Scale Used for Displacement,
Velocity and Acceleration

-0.008 ...____ ........... -L--"- _._._ ..........._---'

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Time (s)

1.4 1.6 1.8 2.01.2

Figure 7.1 Experimental Results from Data Set A40 (0 to 2.0 seconds).
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Experimental velocity and acceleration data from Data Set A40 (as shown in Figure

7.1) was obtained through differentiation using a Simulink" function. That data was

then filtered with a fourth order Bessel low pass filter (presented in Appendix E) with a

cutoff frequency of 20 Hz. The main spool displacement and filtered velocity data were

appropriately delayed to account for any phase shifts that were introduced as a

consequence of filtering. An approximate maximum acceleration value of 0.002 mls2 is

observed in the area of constant velocity (spring compression range). This acceleration

results in a force of 0.0004 N, which is negligible in Equations (2.1) and (2.14).
As a constant velocity, triangular main spool displacement input has an inherent

ability to reduce the effect of acceleration on the main spool and provide a simplified
data profile (as compared to the sinusoidal and random main spool displacement inputs

(discussed in Section 304.1» it was employed in the generation of experimental data.

Discreet differentiation of the main spool position signal gives a noisy velocity

profile with consistent peak and trough values. Even though the neural algorithm

effectively averages data points through the use of an average gradient value, the use of

a filtered velocity signal helps to reduce the discreet differentiation effect and give
better repeatability to the parameter estimations. Discreet differentiation of the already

noisy velocity signal creates a very noisy main spool acceleration signal with consistent

positive and negative peak values of 10 mls2• Consistent accelerations of around

10 mls2 (force contribution of 2 N) are a large experimental overestimation due to

numerical differentiation. Significant changes in main spool mass are also not expected
in practice and as such, the mass exemption does not affect the overall research

objectives. These reasons justify the decision to exclude any forces due to main spool
accelerations.

7.2 Experimental Data Repeatability
The concept of condition monitoring requires that significant changes should not

occur in the operation of a component or system over a small amount of time at initial

startup. As the Rexroth valve employed in this research was "new" from the factory,
data collected in the same manner (same operating temperature, same input, same

operating scheme (rising temperature), same oil etc.) over time was expected to be quite
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similar. A check to determine the repeatability of acquired data would reflect

information on the "usefulness" of the data in condition monitoring. Also, similar sets

of experimental proportional valve data should supply similar parameter estimation

results. Largely varying neural algorithm parameter estimations for quite similar data

sets would reveal inadequacies in the performance of the estimation algorithm.

7.2.1 Experimental Data

Figures 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 present experimental closed port differential pressure data

collected at 30, 40 and 50 degrees Centigrade respectively. Figures 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7

present experimental shorted port differential pressure data collected at 30, 40 and 50

degrees Centigrade respectively. In all, 12 sets of experimental data were collected

(four sets per temperature range - in order to estimate valve parameters, each set

contains closed and shorted port main spool displacement, velocity and differential

pressure information for a triangular displacement input). In these figures, the

differential pressure traces are superimposed. It is quite apparent that except for

Figure 7.7, the reproducibility of the waveforms is excellent. Source pressure and

reservoir oil temperatures were also collected in each data set. Data is labeled in terms

of the operating temperature at which it was collected and the order in which it was

collected, for example, 40 degree C data is labeled as data sets A40, B40, C40 and D40.

As main spool displacement and filtered velocity information is used to estimate

proportional solenoid valve parameters, it is important to verify that these signals are

being acquired in a consistent manner from each set of experimental data (as the same

main spool position input is used for all closed port tests and a similar input for all

shorted port tests).
As mentioned in Section 4.2.1, experimental main spool velocity data is filtered to

lessen the effect of numerical differentiation. In all data sets, a fourth order Bessel low

pass filter with a 10Hz cutoff frequency was used to smooth generated experimental

velocity information (a 20 Hz cutoff frequency was used in the acceleration

investigation of Section 7.1). All other information, differential pressure, etc., was

appropriately delayed to ensure correct time dependency between signals. Again, this

procedure is demonstrated further in Appendix E.
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7.2.2 Experimental Results

Utilizing the same neural algorithm to estimate valve parameters from the 12 sets of

experimental data (Appendix D presents the neural algorithm computer code) predicates
that a consistent learning rate for an individual parameter between data sets, array sizes,

filtering parameters, sampling rates, and supply pressures be used. The experimental
neural parameter estimation results for 30, 40 and 50°C (four sets of data per

temperature range) are presented in Tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 respectively.

As seen from Figures 7.2 to 7.7, the differential pressure profiles in both the open

and shorted port scenarios overlay very well. This overlay is also dependent on the

main spool position input and response; a good differential pressure overlay
demonstrates consistency in main spool position response. The four sets of 40°C closed

port data are overlaid in Figure 7.8. As main spool velocity is generated from a

numerical differentiation of spool position, an investigation into the repeatability of the

main spool velocity response is considered in Figure 7.9 for closed port data sets

acquired at 40°C. Figure 7.9 reveals excellent repeatability in main spool velocity

profiles after differentiation and filtering.
As shown in Figures 7.2 through 7.9, the experimental system acquires repeatable

sets of proportional solenoid valve information. It is expected that estimated valve

parameters be somewhat closely related due to the extent of the data overlay.

Table 7.1 Experimental 30°C Parameter Estimation Results.

Valve Parameter Estimation Parameter % Diff. In

Parameter Data Set A30 Data Set B30 Data Set C30 Data Set D30 Range Max and Min

Bs (Ns/m) -196 -235 -226 -247 51 21

Fc (N) 0.61 0.75 0.71 0.73 0.14 24

x, (N/m) 48891 48855 48813 48798 93 0.19

K2 (N/m) 51019 51026 50921 50927 106 0.21

FpC! (N) 51.0 50.8 50.6 50.5 0.6 1.1

Fpc2 (N) 55.9 56.0 56.2 56.1 0.3 0.50

w(m) 0.01518 0.01535 0.01524 0.01530 0.00016 1.1
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Table 7.2 Experimental 40°C Parameter Estimation Results.

Valve Parameter Estimation Parameter % Diff. In

Parameter Data Set A40 Data Set B40 Data Set C40 Data Set D40 Range Max and Min

Bs (Ns/m) -225 -227 -236 -231 11 5

Fc(N) 0.78 0.81 0.82 0.78 0.03 4

x, (N/m) 48771 48724 48759 48859 135 0.28

K2 (N/m) 50972 50942 50948 50970 30 0.06

Fpcl (N) 50.4 50.6 50.1 50.6 0.5 1.0

Fpc2 (N) 56.2 56.1 56.2 56.0 0.2 0.29

w(m) 0.01523 0.01521 0.01518 0.01519 0.00004 0.3

Table 7.3 Experimental 50°C Parameter Estimation Results.

Valve Parameter Estimation Parameter % Diff. In

Parameter Data Set A50 Data Set B50 Data Set C50 Data Set D50 Range Max and Min

B, (Ns/m) -247 -257 -220 -238 37 15

Fc (N) 0.94 1.00 0.91 0.95 0.09 10

K! (N/m) 48785 48935 48833 49353 568 1.16

K2 (N/m) 50846 50927 50902 50876 81 0.16

FpC! (N) 49.2 49.0 49.5 49.0 0.5 1.1

Fpc2 (N) 57.0 57.0 56.9 56.8 0.2 0.27

w(m) 0.01493 0.01500 0.01493 0.01468 0.00032 2.2

As can be observed from these tables, estimated valve parameters (with the

exception of viscous and coulomb friction) maintain a percent difference of less than

2.2 percent. The largest percent difference in friction is observed in the 30°C set of data

with a value of 24 percent. As experimental differential pressure, main spool position
and main spool velocity profiles for data sets acquired at the same operating

temperature overlay quite well, it was expected that the predominant forces in the force

balance (forces due to spring rates, spring pre-compressions and orifice area gradient),
and hence, parameters, be estimated in a repeatable manner. It is also noticed that a

somewhat repetitive negative viscous friction estimation occurred throughout all data

sets. This issue will be addressed further in the next Section.
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7.3 Main Spool Friction Estimation

As discussed in Chapter 2, main spool viscous friction and coulomb friction are

being modeled as constant parameters throughout the displacement of the main spool
stroke. In reality, both friction parameters are non-linear and depend on both the

position of the main spool and the velocity at which it is moving. As the main spool
moves in its housing, flow ports are being blocked and opened; varying amounts and

positions of steel are moving with respect to one another causing changes in the overall

main spool lubrication layer.
As presented in Appendix C, twice the effect of viscous and coulomb friction is

noticed when the spool velocity changes direction. As shown in experimental closed

port data, Figure 7.4 for example, a very small drop in differential pressure can be

detected when the spool changes direction; this small drop indicates that very little

friction occurs during spool movement. As the Rexroth valve used in this research is

quite new and the hydraulic oil used in the experimental setup is filtered and for the

most part uncontaminated, it is expected that friction effects on the main spool be small.

When comparing the relative amounts of force entering the force balance of

Equations (2.1) and (2.14), the force contributions of viscous and coulomb friction to

the spring forces or spring pre-compression forces are minute. Small fluctuations in

these larger force components may cause significant impact on the friction estimations.

The neural parameter estimation algorithm consistently solves a negative. viscous

friction valve parameter; the algorithm determines such negative values of viscous

friction best fit all relevant valve parameters to the differential pressure profile. A

positive viscous friction parameter was estimated using the graphical technique in

Appendix C. The manual method of "best fitting" straight lines to differential pressure

data is personally biased and unrepeatable. The neural algorithm takes each data point
into consideration when, on average, best fitting the force models (Equations (2.1) and

(2.14» to differential pressure data.

It is accepted that there is a small amount of friction acting on the main spool. A

negative viscous friction has no physical meaning. As such, the estimation process uses

this parameter to best fit the results to account for some other phenomenon that was not

modeled in the equations (algorithm locates the local minima). The process of
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condition monitoring looks at changes in system or component parameters over time. It

is theorized that as friction effects to the main spool increase, the neural parameter

estimation algorithm will begin to solve positive viscous friction parameters.

Nevertheless, the algorithm should be able to detect viscous friction changes from these

initially estimated negative values, an important factor in condition monitoring.

7.3.1 Friction Comparisons at Different Operating Temperatures
The motivation behind acquiring proportional solenoid valve data at varying

operating temperatures was to determine whether significant changes in the differential

pressure profiles were to occur (verify whether temperature dependent friction effects

were present) and to determine whether or not the neural parameter estimation

algorithm would be capable of distinguishing any changes in friction. Figure 7.10,

shows the first peak of closed port i\P information from data sets A30, A40 and ASO.

As seen in Figure 7.10, negligible friction effects in the differential pressure signal
are noticed as the operating temperature is increased. As presented in Tables 7.1, 7.2

and 7.3, the neural parameter estimation algorithm is unable to repetitively estimate

significantly different viscous friction parameters. Viscous friction estimates taken

from data at 30°C are not consistently higher or lower than those taken at 40 or 50°C.

Furthermore, the variability in the viscous friction estimates, as high as 21 percent

difference in the 30 "C scenario, cause all viscous friction estimates to overlap and

therefore, does not make any type of temperature dependent friction analysis possible.
As higher and lower system operating temperatures are possible, further analysis may

be completed into acquiring friction parameter estimates over a larger temperature

gradient. As shown in the results presented in Tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3, spring
parameters are not functions of temperature due to the high level of repeatability and

small percent difference in both the spring rate and spring pre-compression estimations

over operating temperature variation. This is consistent with physical expectations.
As friction parameters are estimated in the closed port scenario, friction effects in

the shorted port scenario have no bearing on their estimated value. The effect of

operating temperature on the shorted port differential pressure profile will now be

investigated.
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Figure 7.10 Experimental Closed Port Differential Pressure Profile for Data Sets A30,

A40 andA50.

7.3.2 Effect of Operating Temperature on Shorted Port Differential

Pressure Profile

As shown in Figure 7.10, changing the system operating temperature from 30 to

50°C had little effect on the closed port differential pressure profile. Figures 7.11 and

7.12 illustrate the shorted port differential pressure profiles for A30, A40, A50 and B30,

B40 and B50 data sets respectively.
It is first observed that the traces do not superimpose as well as those for the closed

port results. Secondly, it is observed that some variability with temperature might be

evident; however, when repeatability of individual open port traces at the same

temperature are considered, it is not possible to state that any changes due to

temperature are significant. Differences in differential pressure between temperature

data sets, during shorted port flow surges, are found to correspond to changes in source

pressure. Orifice area gradient estimations, presented in Tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3, overlap
between different operating temperatures and therefore, little to no information may be

extracted from the shorted port testing completed at different operating temperatures.
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Metering Notch

7.4 Orifice Area Gradient Estimation

7.4.1 Physical Orifice Area Gradient Calculation

In order to compare any experimental orifice area gradient estimation to an actual

proportional valve orifice area gradient, the physical value of orifice area gradient must

be calculated. As discussed in Section 2.7.2, a non-linear orifice area gradient is

expected to exist in the Rexroth proportional solenoid valve. Figure 7.13 is a simplified

drawing of the metering notches present on the main spool of the Rexroth valve. Figure
7.14 is a simplified drawing of the "effective" main spool orifices. From these figures,

physical orifice area gradient values can be determined.

Figure 7.13 Metering Notch Configuration on Rexroth Main Spool.

As shown in Figure 7.13, metering notches introduce a triangular orifice which

correspond to an increasing orifice area as calculated by the square of the main spool

position times a constant in that region. The orifice area gradient in the region of the

metering notch is then a linear function of main spool position. This metering notch

orifice area gradient comes into effect 0.4 mm before the larger, effective (orifice area

gradient produced beyond the effect of metering notches) main spool orifice area

gradient.
The metering notch orifice area gradient is calculated through simple geometry of

the 1600 triangular cut in the main spool. The area of one metering notch is found to be:
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Metering Notch Area (m2) = 5.671. x2, (7.1)

where: x is the main spool position from the onset of the metering notch (m),
for xc > 0, x = x, - positive spool deadzone - 0.0004 m, or

for x, < 0, x = I-xv + negative deadzone - 0.0004 m I.

As four metering notches are present on each of the four main spool metering lands

(only two lands act at one time), the effect of the metering notch area on one main spool
land is quadrupled. The total metering notch orifice area gradient is then given by:

Metering Notch Orifice Area Gradient (m2/m), Wmn = 22.685· x. (7.2)

The effective main spool orifice is created by opening an area described by the area

between two concentric circles, to allow flow to pass around the main spool, across the

valve block to a location of lower pressure. Shown in Figure 7.14, the cross sectional

width of this concentric circular area may be estimated by y, the perpendicular distance

(m), from the main spool metering surface to the comer of the main block port. The

orifice area created in this main spool position regime is essentially a rectangular area

(if the orifice area were pulled flat) with sides ofy and spool circumference, given by:

Effective Orifice Area (m2) = Y: 7t • d , (7.3)

where: d is the diameter of the main spool in the full land region (m).

As Y is a linear function of main spool position (varying) and main spool metering face

angle (constant value), the effective orifice area gradient is found to be a constant with

the following value:

Effective Orifice Area Gradient (m2/m), Weff= 0.01520. (7.4)
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Figure 7.14 Main Spool Orifice Configuration.

Appendix F presents the geometrical calculations required for the determination of

effective and metering notch orifice areas. As shown in the previous calculations, an

overall main spool orifice area gradient, w, is a non-linear function with components

from the deadzone region (value of zero), metering notch region, small transition region
between the metering notch and effective orifice, and finally, the effective orifice

region.

Figure 7.15 is a theoretical plot, based on Equations (7.2) and (7.4), of the orifice

area gradient over the complete main spool stroke for one metering face on the main

spool (deadzone taken as 0.2 rom).
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Figure 7.15 Theoretical Main Spool Orifice Area Gradient over Entire Valve Stroke.

7.4.2 Effect of Non-Linear Valve Orifice Area Gradient on Shorted

Port Differential Pressure Profile

The presence of a non-linear main spool orifice area gradient was found to be the

main reason for the non-linear shorted port differential pressure profile in the flow

metering zone. Consider one portion of the differential pressure profile for the open

port situation. This profile can be used to demonstrate the effect of the non-linear

orifice area gradient on the shorted port differential pressure profile.
As shown in experimental closed port differential pressure profiles, spring rates and

other constant valve parameters, give rise to a straight line plot in the flow metering

region. As such, any changes to a linear shorted port differential pressure profile in this

region can be attributed to flow reaction forces. As presented in Equation (2.7), a

linearly varying orifice area gradient term with spool displacement would give rise to a
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flow force dependent on the square of main spool displacement; therefore, the shorted

port differential pressure profile in the metering notch flow region should appear as a

non-linear squared relationship. The "best fit" line, line 1, in Figure 7.16, approximates
this region of differential pressure.
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Figure 7.16 Shorted Port Differential Pressure (Data Set A40) over 0 to 1.8 seconds.

1.6

The "best fit" line, line 2, approximates the remaining differential pressure region (area
of constant effective orifice area gradient).

Clearly seen in Figure 7.16 is the effect of the non-linear main spool orifice area

gradient. An overall, constant main spool orifice area gradient, w, was chosen for

parameter estimation. As increased orifice wear is expected in the metering notches as

compared to the effective main spool notches, it is expected that overall, an averaged
value of orifice area gradient will be able to detect changes in the flow metering

performance of the proportional solenoid valve main spool lands.
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7.4.3 Effect of Supply Pressure on Orifice Area Gradient Estimation

The constraint of maintaining a constant supply pressure in this research is quite

important in the estimation of an orifice area. gradient parameter. As the valve is

modeled with matched and symmetrical orifices, the differential pressure term in

Equation (2.7) is replaced with half the supply pressure. A varying supply pressure

term would be interpreted as changes due to orifice area gradient in the neural

parameter estimation algorithm.
The experimental setup was not able to supply a sufficient amount of flow to

maintain a constant pressure drop across the proportional solenoid valve when the main

spool was moved more than 1 mm (maximum stroke is ± 3.5 nun). As such, shorted

port main spool displacement inputs had a maximum stroke of ± l mm. Figure 7.17

presents source pressure data, from Data Set A40, recorded during shorted port testing.
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Figure 7.17 Experimental Shorted Port A40 Source Pressure Data.

As shown in Figure 7.17, a supply pressure of 13.1 MPa ·(1900 psi) was used during

experimental testing. Also noticed is the supply pressure drop during the four main

spool orifice openings in the shorted port testing. The experimental setup (pump and
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accumulators) were not able to supply enough flow with a triangular main spool

displacement input of 1 mm to maintain a purely constant source pressure profile. As

seen in Figure 7.17, source pressure drops rapidly as the main spool orifices are opened
and then slowly recovers as the spool is closed; the experimental system is just able to

regain source pressure before the next surge of flow is passed through the proportional
valve.

On average, a pressure drop of O.S MPa occurs as the main spool is opened to

± 1 mm; this value may be halved when considering the pressure drop across one

orifice. An open port valve stroke of ± 1 mm was deemed the smallest stroke capable
of allowing a competent orifice area gradient estimation. The corresponding 4% drop in

shorted port source pressure was therefore a consequence. The orifice area gradient
error introduced from this drop in source pressure is small. The effect of a non-linearly

decreasing source pressure (while modeling it as a constant value) creates a smaller

orifice area gradient estimation than what may be physically occurring. In future, more

flow will be required from experimental flow sources to create a constant pressure drop
across the proportional solenoid valve using the force models employed in this research.

Any industrial condition monitoring application based on this research would also

require sources of sufficient flow capability.

7.4.4 Imbalance in the Shorted Port Differential Pressure Profile

As noticed in Figures 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4, negative displacement closed port differential

pressure peaks are on average. 40 kPa larger than the positive displacement differential

pressure peaks. This difference in differential pressure is due to a larger spring rate and

spring pre-compression value in the negative main spool direction. As noticed in

Figures 7.S, 7.6 and 7.7, the negative displacement shorted port differential pressure

peaks become substantially larger (90 kPa) than the positive displacement differential

pressure peaks. The additional SO kPa differential pressure observed in the shorted port

scenario must be a function of steady state flow reaction forces.

As shown in Section 7.4.3, the source pressure drop per flow surge as the main

spool opens under a triangular displacement input is approximately constant. Utilizing

Equation (2.7), while accepting a symmetrical main spool displacement profile and
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approximately constant source pressure, gives evidence of differing orifice area

gradients for positive and negative main spool displacements. A larger orifice area

gradient for a negative main spool displacement would cause a larger orifice opening
and allow more flow through the valve, thus, increasing the steady state flow reaction

forces. Figure 7.17 demonstrates larger source pressure drops for the two negative

displacement flow surges also giving evidence to a larger orifice opening. Even though
source pressure is somewhat less in the negative main spool direction, an increased

orifice area gradient should generate larger flow reaction forces overall.

As the valve (force balances) was modeled with matched and symmetrical orifices,

errors may be introduced through possible over-simplification. However, a difference

in shorted port differential pressure of 50 kPa is rather small compared to the overall

differential pressure profile. The effect of this 50 kPa discrepancy leads to an over

estimation of the positive displacement orifice area gradient and a under-estimation of

the negative displacement orifice area gradient. As both gradients are modeled as one

(essentially averaged) in this research, changes in both orifices due to wear should be

recognizable through neural parameter estimation. Future research may require

separate estimation of positive and negative displacement orifice area gradients; this

would require the cancellation of the Ps/2 assumption and additional pressure

transducers to collect the necessary data.

7.5 Comparison of Manufacturer Specifications and Neural Estimated

Proportional Solenoid Valve Parameters

As discussed earlier, the Rexroth proportional valve was not disassembled prior to

testing; therefore, this process did not allow manual testing to determine some of the

valve's measurable physical parameters. Rexroth, however, did supply main spool

spring parameters to allow a direct comparison of estimated valve parameters to

manufacturer specifications. Table 7.4 gives a comparison of A40 experimental

parameter estimation results to the Rexroth valve specifications (Rexroth orifice area

gradient is supplied through schematics - w is given as the calculated effective main

spool orifice).
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Table 7.4 Comparison of Data Set A40 Estimated Valve Parameters to Manufacturer

Specifications

Valve Parameter Estimation Rexroth Manufacturer Parameter % Diff. In

Parameter Data Set A40 Specification Range Max and Min

Bs (Ns/m) -225 NA NA NA

Fc(N) 0.78 NA NA NA

K1 (N/m) 48771 48000 771 1.6

K2 (N/m) 50972 48000 2972 6.2

Fpc1 (N) 50.4 72.0 21.6 43

Fpc2 (N) 56.2 72.0 15.8 28

w(m) 0.01523 0.01520 0.00003 0.18

As presented in Table 7.4, a comparison of friction parameters to manufacturer

specifications is not possible. Rexroth specifications also reveal consistent spring

parameters in both the negative and positive main spool directions. With such a

consistent variance in the spring parameter estimations, speculation is cast into the

accuracy of the actual spring parameters presented by Rexroth. However, the relative

closeness in spring pre-compression and spring rates between estimated and specified
values gives confidence into the accuracy of the spring parameter estimation.

The estimated orifice area gradient compares quite well to the calculated effective

orifice area gradient, a 0.18 % difference in value. While the estimated orifice area

gradient takes into account information supplied by the metering notch orifice area

gradient, the metering notch orifice area gradient contribution is small. The neural

parameter estimation algorithm essentially best fits straight lines to the experimental
shorted port differential profile in estimating the flow force spring rate (as shown in

Appendix C). The metering notches have little effect on this slope calculation when

estimating an orifice area gradient over the ± 1 mm main spool stroke. If it were

possible to stroke the valve further (decrease the contribution of the metering notch

orifice area gradient), it is likely the estimated orifice area gradient would be more

closely matched with the effective orifice area gradient.
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7.6 Comparison of Parameter Estimation Results between the

Graphical Method and Methods Of Rosa, Wright and Ansarian

While the comparison of experimental neural parameter estimation results over the

twelve sets of data gives an indication of repeatable parameter estimation results and the

comparison of experimental parameter estimations to manufacturer specifications gives
an indication of accurate parameter estimation results (at least in the case of spring

parameters and orifice area gradient), a comparison between the other methods referred

to earlier (Mourre, Wright, and Ansarian) in Section 1.4, would give further indications

to the accuracy of the estimated parameters using the neural parameter estimation

algorithm.
The studies by Mourre, Wright and Ansarian were all oriented to estimating the

same parameters in the same spool of the solenoid valve. However, each technique

employed different input waveforms, frequencies, amplitudes, etc. which enhanced the

application of their technique. For example, Ansarian evaluated parameters for each

quadrant of waveform and presented his results in this manner. Thus, to be in a form

which could be comparable to this study, his parameter estimations in each quadrant
were averaged. Similarly, Wright was able to predict the orifice area gradient for both

positive and negative spool directions. To allow a comparison of these values, they
were also averaged.

The averaged results of all four procedures are listed in Table 7.5. It is noticeable

that Ansarian's techniques could not estimate the damping coefficient and coulomb

friction. Further it is noted that the author's NN technique does not predict the main

spool deadzone values (by design).
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Table 7.5 Parameter Estimation Comparisons between the Graphical Method and

Methods of Rosa, Wright and Ansarian.

Valve Parameter Estimation

Parameter Rosa Wright Ansarian Graphical
NN EKF OLSM MLM

a, (Ns/m) -225 223 NA NA 278

Fc(N) 0.78 0.00 NA NA 1.30

K) (N/m) 48771 48070 48550 48650 48870

K2 (N/m) 50972 49985 48900 51500 53460

Fpc) (N) 50.4 52.0 50.5 50.2 60.4

FpC2 (N) 56.2 58.5 58.3 57.2 68.5

w(m) 0.01523 0.01170 0.01963 0.01875 0.01560

Positive NA 0.34 0.42 0.44 0.22

Deadzone (mm)
Negative NA 0.18 1.40 1.65 0.20

Deadzone (mm)

What was evident in all studies was the high degree of repeatability in the

estimation results. Furthermore, the independence of the spring and coulomb friction

estimations with temperature was also shown. This is an important consideration for

condition monitoring applications.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Conclusions

As stated in Section 1.5, the objectives of this project were:

1.) To produce an accurate, simplified proportional solenoid valve main spool
model. This would allow the generation of simulated, noise free valve data with

embedded, known valve parameters.

2.) To develop a numerical neural parameter estimation algorithm (employing the

simulated valve data). The feasibility of a neural network parameter estimation

algorithm to estimate known valve parameters from data sets free of noise and

non-linearities must be established before it can be subjected to experimental
valve data.

3.) To acquire experimental proportional solenoid valve information from an

experimental test rig using the guidelines in [16]. Utilizing valve information

and the neural parameter estimation algorithm, the main spool parameters are to

be estimated.

4.) To compare experimental estimated proportional solenoid valve parameters to

manufacturer specifications and to estimated parameter results from the

graphical method and those obtained by Wright and Ansarian.

5.) To forward some conclusions on the ability of the neural parameter estimation

algorithm in estimating parameters from simulated and experimental

proportional solenoid valve information.

This Chapter will address the state of the research with respect to those objectives.

8.1.1 Rexroth Proportional Valve Study
The operation of the Rexroth proportional solenoid valve was studied in depth. An

understanding into the operation of the valve was necessary in order to identify factors

which may hinder its performance. From this understanding, a simplified main spool
force model was created in Chapter 2 which allowed the generation of simulated
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differential pressure data. This force configuration modeled spring, friction and spool

parameters as constants throughout the entire main spool stroke.

All parameters are essentially averaged over their effective working main spool

displacement. While spring parameters in reality behave like constants, the main spool
friction effects are expected to change as the main spool varies its displacement within

the valve block. From the findings of this research presented in Chapter 7, it is

concluded that more study is required to determine the effectiveness of estimating valve

parameters as displacement invariant parameters.

8.1.2 Neural Parameter Estimation Algorithm
A neural parameter estimation algorithm was designed to estimate constant

proportional solenoid valve parameters based on the force model presented in Chapter
2. Developed in Chapter 5, this estimation algorithm applied simple back-propagation
to single neurons where each neuron weight trained to a specific valve parameter.

Utilizing simulated main spool displacement, main spool velocity and main spool
differential pressure information in Chapter 6, the neural algorithm estimated known

valve parameters. The simulation data sets were free of experimental sensor noise to

test the algorithm's ability to estimate constant parameters. The neural algorithm was

quite capable of estimating known simulated valve parameters. The simulation study
also revealed that the neural parameter estimation scheme was capable of identifying
changes in individual valve parameters.

8.1.3 Experimental System
Presented in Chapter 3, an experimental test rig was designed and built to collect

suitable experimental proportional solenoid valve information. The experimental

system was well suited to autonomous condition monitoring (parameter estimation over

time) testing. The system offered excellent reliability; however, various system

constraints hindered the complete proportional solenoid valve parameter estimation

procedure. The experimental system could not supply enough flow to maintain the

constant pressure requirement necessary for the Ps/2 pressure drop per main spool land

assumption. Furthermore, it has been identified that the assumption of matched and
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symmetrical main spool orifices may not be justified. The experimental system needs

to be retrofitted with additional pressure transducers to allow acquisition of the pressure

drop across each main spool land. Finally, a larger operating temperature range should

be implemented in order to determine if noticeable changes in proportional valve

parameters (as estimated by the neural algorithm) occur.

With the cited inadequacies of the experimental setup, the neural parameter

estimation algorithm was able to give repeatable, useful information on parameter

estimations necessary to implement a condition monitoring strategy.

8.1.4 Comparison of Experimental Results

A comparison of experimental results between those given by the manufacturer, the

graphical parameter estimation method and the methods used by Wright and Ansarian

was presented in Chapter 7. A comparison of manufacturer spring and orifice area

gradient parameters to those estimated by the neural algorithm reveals close agreement.

Much more study is required to determine the comparative effectiveness of the neural

algorithm to the proportional solenoid valve estimation methods of Mourre, Wright and

Ansarian. With spring forces dominant in the differential pressure profiles, comparable

spring parameter estimations are calculated. A major problem encountered in all

estimation methods is the estimation of friction. The quantitative description of the

accuracy in both the estimated value and the ability of the algorithms to track an

accurate value of friction over time has yet to be determined.

8.1.5 General Neural Parameter Estimation Conclusions

The neural parameter estimation algorithm performed very well when estimating
valve parameters from simulated data sets. The algorithm in this case, was able to

accurately and repeatedly estimate simulated parameters. When confronted with

experimental data, the neural algorithm was again able to give repeatable results.

Spring and orifice area gradient parameters were most accurately predicted given the

comparisons made in Chapter 7. Viscous friction was routinely estimated as a negative
value.
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Physical changes to the Rexroth proportional solenoid valve were not implemented
in the experimental study. A study into the effect of changing main spool spring

parameters, friction characteristics and orifice area gradients, for example, would

determine the effectiveness of the constant parameter estimation scheme in identifying
individual and possibly multiple valve characteristic changes.

8.1.6 Research Conclusions

The experimental test rig and data collection scheme revealed that the overall

process of collecting information from a proportional solenoid valve could be feasibly
conducted on-line from an industrial piece of machinery.

Finally, it was concluded that a neural parameter estimation algorithm, estimating
constant valve properties, could be used to track proportional valve parameters over

time and provide the basis for a condition monitoring scheme.

8.2 Future Work

Some future considerations that should be investigated are:

1.) Implement an independent deadzone estimation routine to the neural algorithm
to eliminate the need of manual deadzone estimation.

2.) Measure the actual pressure drop across the proportional valve so that the

assumption of a constant supply pressure is not required. This would also allow

a tank or return line to have a certain amount of backpressure if a line pressure

drop due to a larger cooler were placed in the system. Measuring the pressure

drop across each main spool land (would require an additional differential

pressure transducer) may also be implemented if individual orifice area gradient

parameter estimations are desired.

3.) As mentioned earlier, physical changes should be made to the Rexroth

proportional solenoid valve to determine the neural parameter's ability in

detecting those experimental changes.
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8.3 Additional Developments
The entire parameter estimation scheme presented in this research revolves around

solving constant (main spool displacement invariant) proportional solenoid valve

parameters. Constant parameter estimations are acceptable in instances where little

change in the desired parameter over the main spool stroke is expected, such as the

spring rates and spring pre-compression values. Friction characteristics and the orifice

area gradient for example, are expected to be highly non-linear. If the solution of

constant friction and orifice area gradient parameter estimations are not acceptable in

terms of a long term condition monitoring strategy, it may be necessary to investigate
more advanced methods of estimating position dependent parameters. This scenario

may require more complex main spool force modeling to permit such an investigation.
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Appendix A

Proportional Solenoid Valve Operating Parameters

This Appendix defines the alpha-numeric valve code and summarizes some of the

operating parameters for a Rexroth 4WRKEIOE50-2X / 6AG24ETK9D3M proportional
solenoid valve. Tables A.I and A.2 contain necessary information when selecting a

proportional valve.

Table A.I Rexroth Proportional Solenoid Valve Alpha-Numeric Code.

4WRK 4-way electrically operated, 2-stage
proportional directional valve

E Contains inteoral electronic control

10 Block size (0 05)
E Closed center, matched orifice

50 Nominal flow (I/min) at 1000 kPa

across valve

2X Manufacturer series 20 - 29 are

externally interchangeable
6A Pilot valve with wet pin DC solenoid

G24 24 Volt DC

ET Internally piloted, internally drained

K9 Electrical connections with socket on

valve (typr 14S) without mating plug
03 Contains a pressure reducing valve

ZOR60PO-4X140YM-W80 fixed setting
M O-ring NBR seals, suitable for

petroleum oils

Table A.2 Various Rexroth Proportional Solenoid Valve Operating Parameters.

Installation position Optional - preferably horizontal.

Ambient temperature -20 deg C to 70 deg C

Valve mass 8.6 kg
Operating pressure

-pilot valve supply - minImax 3000 kPa I 31,715 kPa

-main valve - max 31,715 kPa (4600 psi)
Hydraulic fluid Petroleum oils (HM,HL,HLP)
Fluid temperature range -20 deg C to 70 deg C

Viscosity range 20 mm2/s to 380 mm2/s

H},sterisis Less than 1 percent
Supply power 24 Volts DC

Nominal current per 1.55A

proportional solenoid

Electrical measuring system Differential Transformer
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AppendixB

Investigation of Orifice Flow

This Appendix verifies the assumption of turbulent orifice flow in the proportional

valve, investigates the source of the turbulent orifice equation and investigates the

development of the discharge coefficient, Cd.

Bl Investigation of Flow Regime in Orifice Flow

In order to determine whether a flow is dominated by viscous forces (laminar flow),
or inertia forces (turbulent flow) an investigation into the value of the Reynolds number

must take place. The hydraulic oil used in the experimental setup is Esso Nuto H68®

[25] (kinematic viscosity and density taken at 40°C). A Reynolds number is a

dimensionless ratio of inertia force to viscous force and is defined by [24]:

p·u·aR= ,

J..l
(B.l)

where: R is the Reynolds number,

p is the fluid mass density (kg/nr') (Nuto H68® - 861 k� at 40 deg C),
m

ii is the average velocity of flow (mls),
a is a characteristic dimension of the particular flow situation (m), and

is defined as twice the width for a sharp-edged rectangular orifice

where the width is much smaller than the length, and

J..l is the absolute fluid viscosity (Pa . s ).

Absolute and kinematic viscosity are related by fluid density as shown:

J..l
=v,

P
(B.2)

2

where: v is the kinematic viscosity (cSt (centiStokes)) (Ixl O"
m

),
s
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m2
(Nuto H68® - 68 cSt (6.8xlO-5 -)).

S

Using Equation (B.2), the absolute viscosity ofNuto H68® is 5.855 Pa- s.

Once the value of Reynolds number for a certain flow is known, it can be compared
to known Reynolds number flow situations in determining whether the flow is termed

laminar or turbulent. In order to define the average flow velocity across the orifice, the

orifice flow rate must be known. The flow rate of hydraulic oil in the test circuit was

never measured. Because experimental flow is supplied by a pressure compensated,
axial piston pump with accumulators in the system, flow rate cannot be readily resolved

using system specifications. As such, the orifice flow rate is calculated using both

turbulent and laminar orifice equations. The orifice flow rate (both laminar and

turbulent) will be solved for both small and large main spool openings (0.2 and 1.0

mm). These flow rates will be used in defining the average flow velocity and thus, the

Reynolds number. If all flow rates (from laminar and turbulent assumptions), for

example, define a turbulent Reynolds number, the flow across the main spool will be

regarded as turbulent in all scenarios of x, less than Imm.

The laminar flow through one main spool metering orifice (laminar flow through a

sharp edged rectangular orifice where the width is much larger than the height) is given

by the empirical equation [24]:

Q=1t.h2'Wd(p -p)
32. �

1 2, (B.3)

• 3

where: Q is the volumetric flow rate (In ),
s

Wd is the orifice width (in),
h is the orifice height (in), and

� is the absolute fluid viscosity (l� '2S ), and
In
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PI - P2 is the pressure drop in direction of flow (psi).

Solving Equation (B.3) for one main spool effective orifice (x, of 0.2 mm, y of

0.04838 mm, see Section 7.4.1 gives:

Q =

n· (1.905x10-3)2 • (n· 0.7874)
. (950) = 98.59

in3
= 1.616x10-3

m3
•

32· 8.492x1 0-6 s s

Solving Equation (B.3) for one main spool orifice (x, of 1.0 mm, y of 0.2419 mm)

gives:

• 3 3

Q = 2463
In

= 4.037xI0-2 m
.

s s

The turbulent flow rate through a main spool orifice is given by the turbulent orifice

equation, Equation (2.4) in the main body. Solving Equation (2.4) for a main spool

opening of 0.2 mm (assuming a discharge coefficient, C, , of 0.61 [24]) gives:

Q = (0.61)(0.0002)(0.0152)
2· 6.550x106

=

861

-4 m
'

2.287x10 -,
s

where: w is the effective orifice area gradient (0.0152 m - calculated from Rexroth

schematic, see Section 7.4.1).

Solving Equation (2.4) for a main spool opening of 1.0 mm gives:
3

Q = 1.l44xlo-3 m
.

s

Equation (2.5) is used to determine the average flow velocity of fluid through an

orifice. This equation is used to solve the various Reynolds numbers (Equation (B.1))
for revealed cases and the results are shown in Table B.l.
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Table B.l Main Spool Orifice Flow Characteristics.

Flow Regime xv(m) Flow Rate (m3/s) Orifice Area (m') Average Velocity (mls) Reynolds Number

Laminar 0.0002 1.616xl0-3 3.040xl0-6 531.6 378

Laminar 0.0010 4.037xlO-2 l.520x10-5 2656 9448

Turbulent 0.0002 2.287x104 3.040xlO-6 75.23 53.5

Turbulent 0.0010 1.144xl0-3 1.520xlO-5 75.26 268

The transition Reynolds number, R, , which determines the boundary between

laminar and turbulent flow for a sharp edged orifice is given by [24]:

R = (0.611J2to' (B.4)

where: 0 equals 0.157 for a sharp-edged slit orifice.

Equation (B.4) gives a transition Reynolds number of 15.1. As such, sharp-edged
orifice flow with a Reynolds number less than 15.1 is considered laminar while orifice

flows with Reynolds numbers larger than 15.1 are considered turbulent. Orifice flow

with Reynolds numbers quite close to 15 are considered to be in the "transition region"
where further analysis is necessary in determining the exact flow regime present. From

Table B.l, it is seen that both flow regimes of orifice flow result in Reynolds numbers

larger than 15. As such, it is shown that a turbulent flow regime is occurring in the

experimental system with spool displacement less than lrnm and that use of the

turbulent orifice equation in solving flow rate is justified.

B2 Investigation of the Turbulent Orifice Equation
The equation solving turbulent orifice flow, Equation (2.4), is widely known and

applied in fluid research. A reason for investigating this equation is to not only
understand its derivation but to. also understand the factors which effect the discharge
coefficient, Cd .
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123

Figure B.t Turbulent Flow Through a Sharp-Edged Orifice.

Figure B.l is a flow schematic of turbulent flow (violent eddy current mixing)

through a sharp-edged orifice (Reynolds number larger than 15). In Figure B.1, the

fluid particles are accelerated to the jet velocity between points 1 and 2. The flow

between these points can be considered streamline and through previous testing [24]

justifies the use of Bernoulli's equation in this region. The area of the issuing jet (A2) is

smaller than the orifice opening (Ao) due to the inertia of the fluid particles and their

curved path trajectory. The point where the jet area becomes a minimum is known as

the vena contracta. The ratio of stream area at the vena contracta to the orifice area is

called the contraction coefficient, C, . This relationship is given by:

(B.5)

Bernoulli's equation defines fluid head (as measured in height (m) - direct

correlation to head pressure by fluid density and acceleration due to gravity) as a

function of fluid velocity, static height and fluid pressure; fluid head will maintain a

constant level in the absence of head loss (fluid energy loss) along a streamline. The

Bernoulli equation defining the fluid head of two points along a streamline (no losses) is

given by:

p V
2

P 2

_l_+_l_+hl =_2 +�+h
p.g 2·g p.g 2.g

2 (B.6)
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(B.7)

Assuming a negligible height differential between points I and 2 allows the

cancellation of terms hI and h2 in Equation (B.6). Using Bernoulli's equation, the

pressure difference required to accelerate the fluid particles from the lower upstream

velocity UI , to the higher jet velocity U2 is given by:

Applying the continuity equation for incompressible flow gives:

(B.8)

Substituting Equation (B.8) into (B.7) and solving for U2 gives:

1

U2=[1-(��rr [�'(Pl-P2)]' (B.9)

Due to viscous friction, the orifice jet velocity is slightly less than that given by

Equation (B.9). In an attempt to correct this discrepancy, an empirical velocity
coefficient, C, , is used to effectively decrease the calculated jet velocity. As such,

Equation (B.8) takes the form (describing points I and 2):

(B.IO)

where: C, is usually around 0.98 and is sometimes approximated as unity.

As given by Equation (2.9), the volumetric flow rate for point 2 is Q = A2 . u2 .

Using the velocity coefficient and Equation (2.9), Equation (B.9) can be used in solving
the volumetric flow rate at the vena contracta. The equation describing the volumetric

flow rate at the vena contracta is given by:
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(B. 12)

Q = -.==C=v=·=A=2===

[l-(�J]
(B.lI)

Since it is easier to use the orifice area, instead of vena contracta area, Equation

(B.II) can be re-written as:

where: A2 = C, Ao, and

Cd is defined as the discharge coefficient.

The discharge coefficient is thus defined as:

(B.13)

Equation (B.13) describes the value of a sharp-edged orifice discharge coefficient as

a function of four variables. As C, is quite close to I and the orifice area, Ao , is

generally much smaller than the flow passage area, AI, the discharge coefficient is

approximately equal to the contraction coefficient. This analysis shows that orifice

wear will create some amount of change in the discharge coefficient value. If sufficient

orifice wear were to occur (to significantly change Cd), a change in Cd would be evident

in the orifice area gradient parameter estimation (as the solution assumes a constant Cd

value).
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Appendix C

Graphical Parameter Estimation Method

This Appendix demonstrates the use of the graphical linearized parameter

estimation method [16]. As this research is attempting to automate a parameter

estimation method, it is important to understand the overall graphical procedure.
Information used to estimate proportional solenoid valve parameters in this Appendix,
is taken from Data Set A40 (acquired at an operating temperature of 40 degrees

Celsius).
As discussed in Section 4.1.2, the closed port information must be analyzed first in

order to estimate spring rate parameters. For simplicity and viewing ability, some

figures present main spool displacement and differential pressure on the same graph in

exploded views. Figures C.l and C.2 present closed port results for the first cycle of a

multi-frequency triangular main spool displacement input.
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Figure C.l Closed Port Main Spool Displacement and Differential Pressure over

o to 1.4 seconds (Estimation of Ki).
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Figure C.2 Closed Port Main Spool Displacement and Differential Pressure over

1.6 to 2.8 seconds (Estimation of'Ks).

In Figure C.l, a straight line approximation of the spring rate (represented by
differential pressure) is made using data points located on the 0.3 and 0.8 sec. dashed

lines. As the differential pressure signal is quite linear in this region, a "best fit"

straight line was not added to the graph for data analysis; instead, information was taken

directly from the sampled information. With information on the differential pressure

required to move the main spool, a calculation of the spring rate is as follows:

K =
(�PO.8s -�Po.3s)·A

=
(5.7lxl05 -2.84xl05)·3.l42xlO-4 =48870N1 -3 -4 '

x, -Xv 2.65xlO -8.05xlO m
o.s. 0.35

(C.l)

The same method is used to estimate the value of'Ki:

K2 =
(�P2.4s - &2.0s)· A

=
(-5.80xl 05 - (-�3.29xl 05)) • 3. ��2xl 0-4

= 53,460 N. (C.2)
XV2.4S -XV2.0S -2.4lxlO -(-9.30xI0 ) m
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As seen in Figures C.I and C.2, an average spring rate may be estimated in more

than one manner. Instead of linearizing only quadrant I (as done in Equation (C.1»,

quadrants 1 and 2 may be used in the estimation of spring rate Kr.
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Figure C.3 Closed Port Main Spool Displacement and Differential Pressure over

o to 3.3 seconds (Estimation of �PtO and �PtI).

The graphical estimation of pre-compression in springs 1 and 2 cannot be estimated

directly from the experimental plot (i\PtO and L\Ptl in Figure C.3) because viscous and

coulomb friction contribute a force to this rapid increase in differential pressure. A

straight-line approximation of the spring rate in quadrant 1 gives the intersection of this

rapid increase and the spring rate in the differential pressure profile allowing an

estimation of �PtO. As such, viscous friction and coulomb friction terms need to be

estimated to enable an estimation of the spring pre-compressions.

Although spring pre-compression, viscous and coulomb friction parameters could be

estimated from the shorted port results, better linearity in the closed port differential

pressure profile determines it use. Figures CA and C.S demonstrate the method of

estimating viscous and coulomb friction parameters. Because the negative main spool
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displacement (in the triangular input) reveals more pronounced friction characteristics,

it will be used to demonstrate this portion of the graphical estimation method.
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Figure CA Closed Port Main Spool Displacement and Differential Pressure over 1.7 to

3.3 seconds (Estimation of Bs and FC).

As discussed in Section 4.11, L\P2BsFc is equal to twice the differential pressure

(force) contribution from viscous and coulomb friction. Explained again for clarity, this

friction differential pressure is twice the actual contribution because additional force is

needed to overcome friction in quadrant 3, while friction contributes to this force in

quadrant 4. Because viscous friction force is a function of velocity, it is necessary to

have differential pressure information (L\P2BsFc) at more than one main spool velocity in

order to estimate Bs and Fe. Figure C.S demonstrates the identical procedure completed
in Figure CA; the main spool velocity has been increased in Figure C.S (effectively

increasing the viscous friction force contribution).
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Figure C.5 Closed Port Main Spool Displacement and Differential Pressure over 4.4 to

5.6 seconds (Second Triangular Input Cycle) (Estimation ofBs and Fe).

With information (at two different spool velocities) on friction contribution to the .

differential pressure profile (�P2BsFc), an estimation of friction parameters can begin.
The equation relating friction and force is as follows (a component of Equations (2.1)
and (2.14)):

(C.3)

From Figure C.4, the velocity of the main spool is calculated from the slope of the spool

displacement profile; therefore, main spool velocity is described by:

x, =

-2.25x10-3 -(-9.75xIO-4) =0.00425m.
2.7-3.0 s

(C.4)

Solving for the main spool velocity of quadrant 4 in Figure C.5 gives x, ::::: 0.00545
m

.

s
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Repeating this process for two velocities, L\P2BsFc and x, variables are calculated from

Equation (C.3) and results in estimated friction parameters of:

N·s
Bs = 278 - ,and

m

Fe = 1.33 N.

With estimated constant viscous and coulomb friction parameters, estimation into

the spring pre-compression of spring 1 may take the form:

(C.S)

Again, assuming constant friction parameters over the entire main spool displacement
and for varying main spool velocity gives the following spring pre-compressions:

Fpc} = 60.4 N,

Fpc2 = 68.5 N.

The final parameter estimated in this research is w, the area orifice gradient. In

order to investigate w, information regarding steady state flow force is required. As

such, a shorted port differential pressure profile (and corresponding main spool

displacement) is needed. Figure C.6 shows experimental shorted port information and

demonstrates the graphical method of estimating a combined K, and flow force

"effective" spring rate, Kf.
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Figure C.6 Shorted Port Main Spool Displacement and Differential Pressure over

o to 1.8 seconds (Estimation of Orifice Area Gradient, w).

The slope of the "best fit" line, shown in Figure C.6, is given by:

K =
(4.25x105 -1.81x105). 3.l42x10-4

= 138600
N

.

Kj+Kf 8.63x10-4-3.l0x10-4
'

m
(C.6)

Since KI is known (solved in the closed port analysis), the "effective" flow force spring
rate can be isolated; Kf if given by:

.

N
K, = (138,600 - 48,870) = 87,730-.

m
(C.7)
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As described in Equation (2.7), steady state flow reaction force is given by:

(C.8)

where: 0.43 is determined from 2· C, . C, . cos O.

With the experimental steady state flow reaction force (of quadrant 1) in the form of

an "effective" spring rate, the main spool displacement value, x, , is of no consideration

as it is divided into Kr in solving for w. With a pressure drop of 13.1 MPa (L\P) across

the proportional solenoid valve, the graphically estimated orifice area gradient is:

w = 0.0156 m2/m.

As shown in these sample calculations, many sources of error are encountered with

manual best fitting of straight lines to graphical data. Manual parameter estimation is

biased when different people linearize data. Also shown are various methods of

acquiring a "best fit" or averaged slope value of differential pressure data. As two

quadrants per cycle maintain constant spring relationships, the option of further slope

analysis and averaging is available. The most basic approach to linearization is

demonstrated in this Appendix. As such, it is desirable to implement a mathematical

method of estimating constant proportional valve parameters in a consistent non-biased

environment.
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AppendixD
Neural Parameter Estimation Algorithm

Dl Neural Execution Program
***************************************************************************

****** Fortran Program REXROTH. FOR

****** Last Modification 08/00
****** Created by Arlen Rosa

******

******

***************************************************************************

******

PROGRAM REXROTH

IMPLICIT NONE

******GENERAL INTEGER VARIABLE DECLARATIONS

INTEGER LENGTHO,LENGTHC,TRIALSC,K,Z,INCREMENT,IOCHECK,TRIALSO

INTEGER KMAX,KMIN,BYPASS

INTEGER STARTC,STOPC,STARTO,STOPO

******GENERAL REAL VARIABLE DECLARATIONS

REAL X SP(9999),VE SP(9999),P ACT(9999),P_MOD(9999),XO_SP(9999)
REAL ERROR(9999),ASEC,TOT_ASEC,P_MODO(9999),ERRORO(9999)
REAL VO_SP(9999),P_ACTO(9999),XMAX,XMIN,PS,ASEO,TOT_ASEO
REAL MAXDP,MINDP,OPREF,DZREF,DAMP

******PARAMETERS FOR BACK PROPAGATION

INTEGER IND BS

REAL BS,SP_BS,GtBS,GaBS,INBS
INTEGER IND Fl

REAL Fl,SP_Fl,GtFl,GaFl,INFl
INTEGER IND FC

REAL FC,SP_FC,GtFC,GaFC,INFC
INTEGER IND F2

REAL F2,SP_F2,GtF2,GaF2,INF2
INTEGER IND Kl

REAL Kl,SP_Kl,GtKl,GaKl,INKl
INTEGER IND K2

REAL K2, SP_K2, GtK2, GaK2, INK2

INTEGER IND AOG

REAL AOG,SP_AOG,GtAOG,GaAOG,INAOG

******FIXED PARAMETERS IN SIMULATION

REAL ASPOOL
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******SPOOL END AREA (mA2)

ASPOOL=0.00031415927

******OPEN APPROPRIATE FILES FOR INPUT

OPEN(UNIT=11,FILE='C:\REX\SIM\AUG31\CP_TRI\CP_X',STATUS='OLD')
OPEN(UNIT=12,FILE='C:\REX\SIM\AUG31\CP_TRI\CP_V',STATUS='OLD')
OPEN(UNIT=13,FILE='C:\REX\SIM\AUG31\CP_TRI\CP_DP',STATUS='OLD')
LENGTHC=O

IOCHECK=O

******SCAN THE SPOOL POSITION DATA FILE FOR FILE LENGTH - CLOSED PORT

PRINT*,'********* RUNNING PROGRAM MAINREX.FOR *********'

PRINT*,'

PRINT*, 'READING CLOSED PORT SPOOL POSITION DATA FILE FOR LENGTH'

WRITE(*,*)

WRITE(*,*) 'PROCESSING .....

'

WRITE(*,*)

READ(ll,*,IOSTAT=IOCHECK)

DOWHILE(IOCHECK.EQ.O)

LENGTHC=LENGTHC+l

READ(11,*,IOSTAT=IOCHECK)

ENDDO

PRINT*,'LENGTH OF CLOSED PORT SPOOL POSITION DATA FILE= ',LENGTHC

REWIND (11)

PRINT*,'

PRINT*,'EVALUATING INITIAL 1000 EPOCHS .....

'

PRINT*, ,

******SET DESIRED NUMBER OF TRIALS FOR TRAINING

TRIALSC=lOOOOOO

******SET SPEED OF TRAINING PARAMETERS BS BY ADJUSTING GAIN ON THE DERIVATIVE

SP BS=.OOOOOOl

SP F1=0.00000002

SP FC=O.OOOOOOOl

SP F2=O.00000002

SP Kl=.000002

SP K2=.000002

SP_AOG=O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOl
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******READ IN TRAINING INPUT AND OUTPUT VALUES FROM DATA FILES AND PLACE INTO

******AARAYS

STARTC=l

STOPC=6354

DO K=1,6354

READ(ll,*) X_SP(K)
READ(12,*) VE_SP(K)
READ(13,*) P_ACT(K)
END DO

******INITIALIZE GAIN IN APPROPRIATE PARAMETER NEURAL NETWORKS

Kl=48000

K2=48000

Fl=60

F2=60

6S=20

FC=l

AOG=0.015

******STORE INITIAL GAIN VALUES

INBS=BS

INFC=FC

INK1=Kl

INK2=K2

INF1=Fl

INF2=F2

INAOG=AOG

*************************************************************************
******--------------------- CP PROCESSING LOOP --------------------******

*************************************************************************

******CHOICE OF BYPASSING THE CLOSED PORT TRAINING WITH SETTING CLOSED PORT

******VALVE PARAMETERS

BYPASS=l

IF(BYPASS.EQ.O)THEN

BS=-224.85

Fl=50.41

F2=56.179

FC=.78112

Kl=48773

K2=50972

ENDIF
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IF(BYPASS.EQ.1)THEN

******MAIN PROCESSING LOOP

DO Z=l,TRIALSC

******SET INDICIS TO ZERO

IND BS=O

IND FC=O

IND_K1=0
IND K2=0

1ND_F1=0

1ND_F2=0

******SET TOTAL SUMMED GRADIENTS TO ZERO

GtBS=O

GtFC=O

GtK1=0

GtK2=0

GtF1=0

GtF2=0

******START LOOP THROUGH TEST DATA

DO K=1,6354

******IS THE MAIN SPOOL IN QUADRANT #1?

IF(X_SP(K) .GE. (.00005) .AND.VE_SP(K) .GE. 0) THEN

P_MOD(K)=(K1*X_SP(K)+F1+FC+BS*VE_SP(K»/(ASPOOL)

ERROR(K)=P_ACT(K)-P_MOD(K)

******BS

GtBS=GtBS+((-2*ERROR(K)*VE_SP(K»/(ASPOOL»
IND BS=IND BS+1

_ _

******F1

GtF1=GtF1+((-2*ERROR(K»/(ASPOOL»

IND Fl=IND F1+1
_ _

******FC

GtFC=GtFC+((-2*ERROR(K»/(ASPOOL»

IND FC=IND FC+l
_ _

******K1

GtK1=GtK1+((-2*ERROR(K)*X_SP(K»/(ASPOOL»

IND_Kl=IND_K1+1
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******IF MAIN SPOOL NOT IN QUADRANT #1 THEN MAYBE IN QUADRANT #2?

ELSE IF(X_SP(K) .GE. (.OOOOS).AND.VE_SP(K) .LT.O)THEN

P_MOD(K)=(Kl*X_SP(K)+Fl-FC+BS*VE_SP(K))/(ASPOOL)
ERROR(K)=P_ACT(K)-P_MOD(K)

******BS

GtBS=GtBS+«-2*ERROR(K)*VE_SP(K))/(ASPOOL))
IND_BS=IND_BS+1

******F1

GtFl=GtFl+«-2*ERROR(K»/(ASPOOL»

IND Fl=IND Fl+1
_ _

******FC

GtFC=GtFC+«2*ERROR(K»/(ASPOOL»

IND FC=IND FC+1
_ _

******K1

GtKl=GtK1+«-2*ERROR(K)*X_SP(K)/(ASPOOL»
IND Kl=IND K1+1

_ _

******IF MAIN SPOOL NOT IN QUADRANT #2 THEN MAYBE IN QUADRANT #3?

ELSE IF(X_SP(K) .LT. (-.00005) .AND.VE_SP(K).LE.O)THEN
P_MOD(K)={K2*X_SP(K)-F2-FC+BS*VE_SP(K)}/(ASPOOL)
ERROR(K}=P_ACT (K)-P_MOD (K)

******BS

GtBS=GtBS+«-2*ERROR(K)*VE_SP{K)/(ASPOOL»
IND BS=IND BS+1

_ _

******FC

GtFC=GtFC+«2*ERROR(K)/(ASPOOL»

IND FC=IND FC+l
_ _

******F2

GtF2=GtF2+«2*ERROR(K)/{ASPOOL»
IND F2=IND F2+1

_ _
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******K2

GtK2=GtK2+({-2*ERROR(K)*X_SP{K)}/(ASPOOL»
IND K2=IND K2+1

******IF MAIN SPOOL NOT IN QUADRANT #3 THEN MAYBE IN QUADRANT #4?

ELSE IF{X_SP(K) .LT. (-.OOOOS) .AND.VE_SP{K) .GT. 0) THEN

P_MOD(K)={K2*X_SP{K)-F2+FC+BS*VE_SP{K))/(ASPOOL)
ERROR (K) =P_ACT (K)-P_MOD(K)



******BS

GtBS=GtBS+«-2*ERROR(K)*VE_SP(K»/(ASPOOL»

IND_BS=IND_BS+l
******FC

GtFC=GtFC+«-2*ERROR(K»/(ASPOOL»

IND FC=IND FC+l
_ _

******F2

GtF2=GtF2+«2*ERROR(K»/(ASPOOL»

IND_F2=IND_F2+1
******K2

GtK2=GtK2+«-2*ERROR(K)*X_SP(K»/(ASPOOL»
IND K2=IND K2+1

_ _

******END THE IF STATEMENT THAT SORTS THE DATA INTO THE CORRECT QUADRANTS

END IF

******END K LOOP FOR ALL DATA POINTS IN THE DATA ARRAYS

END DO

******CALCULATE AVERAGE GRADIENTS FOR THE NEURAL NETWORKS

GaBS=GtBS/IND_BS

GaF1=GtFl/IND_F1
GaFC=GtFC/IND_FC

GaF2=GtF2/IND_F2
GaKl=GtK1/IND_K1

GaK2=GtK2/IND_K2
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******CALCULATE NEW WEIGHTS USING BATCH TRAINING WITH AN AVERAGE GRADIENT

BS=BS-(SP_BS*GaBS)

F1=F1-(SP_F1*GaF1)

FC=FC-(SP_FC*GaFC)

F2=F2-(SP_F2*GaF2)

Kl=K1-(SP_K1*GaK1)

K2=K2-(SP_K2*GaK2)

******CALCULATE SUM SQUARED ERROR AND PRINT TO SCREEN EVERY 1000 ITERATIONS

INCREMENT=INCREMENT+l

IF (INCREMENT.EQ. 1000) THEN

PRINT*, ,

PRINT*,'NO. TRAINING EPOCHS= ',TRIALSC

PRINT*,'CURRENT EPOCH= ',Z

PRINT*,'BS= ',BS

PRINT 100, FC



100 FORMAT ( , ,
, FlO. 6)FC=

PRINT*,'F1= ,
, F1

PRINT*, 'F2= ,
, F2

PRINT*, 'K1= ,
, K1

PRINT*,'K2= ,
, K2

PRINT*, ,

TOT_ASEC=Q
INCREMENT=O

DO K=1,6354

TOT_ASEC=TOT_ASEC+ERROR(K) **2

END DO

ASEC=TOT_ASEC/6354
PRINT 120, ASEC

120 FORMAT (lX, 'AVERAGE SUM SQUARED ERROR (CP)= ',E11.6)

END IF

******END Z -EPOCH- LOOP AND START TRAINING ALL OVER FOR ANOTHER ITERATION

END DO

ENDIF

******************************************************************************

****** THIS PORTION OF THE PROGRAM SCANS OPEN PORT DATA FILES ******

******************************************************************************

******OPEN APPROPRIATE FILES FOR INPUT

OPEN(UNIT=21,FILE='C:\REX\SIM\AUG31\OP_TRI\OP X',STATUS='OLD')

OPEN(UNIT=22,FILE='C:\REX\SIM\AUG31\OP_TRI\OP_V',STATUS='OLD')

OPEN(UNIT=23,FILE='C:\REX\SIM\AUG31\OP_TRI\OP_DP',STATUS='OLD')
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******INITITIALIZE VARIABLES

LENGTHO=O

IOCHECK=O

******SET MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM DELTA P VALUES IN ARRAY

MAXDP=O

MINDP=O

******SET KMIN AND KMAX ARE THE ARRAY POSITIONS FOR MIN AND MAX DELTA P VALUES

KMIN=O

KMAX=O

******SET XMIN AND XMAX (MAX & MIN SPOOL DISPLACEMENTS FOR MAXDP AND MINDP)



XMIN=O

XMAX=O

******READ OPEN PORT DELTA P DATA FILE AND DETERMINR LENGTHO

WRITE(*,*)

WRITE(*,*) 'READING DELTA P DATA FILE FOR LENGTH'

WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*) 'PROCESSING .....

'

WRITE(*,*)

READ(23,*,IOSTAT=IOCHECK)

DOWHILE(IOCHECK.EQ.O)

LENGTHO=LENGTHO+l

READ(23,*,IOSTAT=IOCHECK)

ENDDO

PRINT*,'LENGTH OF DELTA P DATA FILE= ',LENGTHO

PRINT*,'

REWIND (23)

******READ IN TRAINING INPUT FROM DATA FILES AND PUT INTO ARRAYS

STARTO=O

STOPO=2750

DO K=1,2750

READ(21,*) XO_SP(K)

READ(22,*) VO_SP(K)
READ(23,*) P_ACTO(K)

END DO

******DETERMINE MAXDP, MINDP, KMAX, KMIN

DO K=O,2750

IF(P_ACTO(K).GT.MAXDP)THEN

MAXDP=P_ACTO(K)
KMAX=K

ENDIF

IF(P_ACTO(K) .LT.MINDP) THEN

MINDP=P_ACTO(K)
KMIN=K

ENDIF

ENDDO

XMAX=XO_SP(KMAX)

XMIN=XO_SP(KMIN)
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******************************************************************************

****** ORIFICE AREA GRADIENT ESTIMATION (AOG) ******

******************************************************************************

******SET DESIRED NUMBER OF TRIALS (OPEN PORT) FOR TRAINING AOG

TRIALSO=200000

INCREMENT=O

OPREF=0.0002

DZREF=O.0002

******PUMP SUPPLY PRESSURE '(MUST BE CONSTANT) IN Pa

PS=13100000

******MAIN PROCESSING LOOP FOR AREA ORIFICE GRADIENT DETERMINATION

DO Z=l,TRIALSO

IND AOG=O

GtAOG=O

******START LOOP THROUGH OPEN PORT TEST DATA

DO K=1,2750

******IS THE MAIN SPOOL (OPEN PORT) IN APPROPRIATE AREA OF SECTION #1?

IF (XO_SP(K) .GE.OPREF.AND.VO_SP(K) .GT. 0) THEN

P_MODO(K)=(AOG*0.43*PS*(XO_SP(K)-DZREF)+Kl*XO_SP(K)+Fl+FC+
BS*VO_SP(K»/(ASPOOL)

ERRORO(K)=P_ACTO(K)-P_MODO(K)

******AOG

GtAOG=GtAOG+«-2*ERRORO(K)*0.43*PS*(XO_SP(K)-DZREF»/(ASPOOL»

IND_AOG=IND_AOG+l
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******IS THE MAIN SPOOL (OPEN PORT) IN APPROPRIATE AREA OF SECTION #2?

ELSE IF{XO_SP(K).GE.OPREF.AND.VO_SP(K).LT.O)THEN

P_MODO{K)=(AOG*O.43*PS*(XO_SP(K)-DZREF)+Kl*XO_SP(K)+Fl-FC+
BS*VO_SP(K»/(ASPOOL)

ERRORO(K)=P_ACTO(K)-P_MODO(K)

******AOG

GtAOG=GtAOG+«-2*ERRORO(K)*O.43*PS*(XO_SP(K)-DZREF»/(ASPOOL»
IND AOG=IND AOG+l

_ _

******IS THE MAIN SPOOL (OPEN PORT) IN APPROPRIATE AREA OF SECTION #3?

ELSE IF(XO_SP(K) .LE.-OPREF.AND.VO_SP(K) .LT.O)THEN



P MODO(K)=(AOG*O.43*PS*(XO_SP(K)+DZREF)+K2*XO_SP(K)-F2-FC+
BS*VO_SP(K))/(ASPOOL)

ERRORO(K)=P_ACTO(K)-P_MODO(K)

******AOG

GtAOG=GtAOG+«-2*ERRORO(K)*0.43*PS*(XO_SP(K)+DZREF))/(ASPOOL))
IND_AOG=IND_AOG+l

******IS THE MAIN SPOOL (OPEN PORT) IN APPROPRIATE AREA OF SECTION #4?

ELSE IF(XO_SP(K) .LE.-OPREF.AND.VO_SP(K) .GT.O)THEN

P_MODO(K) = (AOG*O.43*PS* (XO_SP(K)+DZREF)+K2*XO_SP(K)-F2 +FC+

BS*VO_SP(K))/(ASPOOL)

ERRORO(K)=P_ACTO(K)-P_MODO(K)

******AOG

GtAOG=GtAOG+«-2*ERRORO(K)*0.43*PS*(XO_SP(K)+DZREF))/(ASPOOL))
IND AOG=IND AOG+l

_ -

******END THE IF STATEMENT THAT SORTS THE DATA INTO THE CORRECT SECTIONS

END IF

******END K LOOP FOR ALL DATA POINTS IN THE OPEN PORT DATA ARRAYS

END DO

******CALCULATE AVERAGE GRADIENTS FOR THE NEURAL NETWORKS

GaAOG=GtAOG/IND_AOG

******CALCULATE NEW WEIGHTS USING BATCH TRAINING WITH AN AVERAGE GRADIENT

AOG=AOG-(SP_AOG*GaAOG)
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******CALCULATE SUM SQUARED ERROR AND PRINT TO SCREEN EVERY 10000 ITERATIONS

INCREMENT=INCREMENT+l

IF(INCREMENT.EQ.10000)THEN

PRINT*,'

PRINT*,'EPOCHS= ',Z

PRINT·* , 'AOG= ,
, AOG

PRINT*, ,

TOT ASEO=O

INCREMENT=O

DO K=1,2750

TOT_ASEO=TOT_ASEO+ERRORO(K) **2

END DO



ASEO=TOT ASEO/2750

PRINT 130, ASEO

130 FORMAT {lX, 'AVERAGE SUM SQUARED ERROR (OP)= ',EiS.8)
END IF

******END Z -EPOCH- LOOP AND START TRAINING ALL OVER FOR ANOTHER OP ITERATION

END DO

PRINT*, ,

PRINT*, ,

PRINT*,'***** END OF PROGRAM *****'

PRINT*,'

PRINT*,'FINAL PARAMETER ESTIMATIONS ARE ...
'

PRINT*,'

PRINT*,'BS= , ,BS

PRINT*, 'FC= ,
, FC

PRINT*,'Fi= ,
, F'L

PRINT*,'F2= ,
, F2

PRINT*, 'Ki= , ,Kl

PRINT*,'K2= ' ,K2

PRINT*,'

PRINT*,'AOG= , ,AOG

PRINT*, ,

CALL REXRFILE(BS,FC,Ki,K2,Fi,F2,AOG,MAXDP,MINDP,XMAX,XMIN,KMAX

,KMIN,TRIALSC,TRIALSO,SP_BS,SP_Fl,SP_F2,SP_FC,SP_Kl,SP_K2,SP_AOG
,LENGTHC,LENGTHO,STARTC,STOPC,STARTO,STOPO,ASEC,ASEO,INKl,INK2

,INF1,INF2,INBS,INFC,INAOG)

******END PROGRAM

END
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D2 Neural Parameter Storage Program
***************************************************************************

****** Neural Storage Program - 08/00 - Arlen Rosa ******

***************************************************************************

SUBROUTINE REXRFILE(BS,FC,Kl,K2,Fl,F2,AOG,MAXDP,MINDP,XMAX,

XMIN,KMAX,KMIN,TRIALSC,TRIALSO,SP_BS,SP_Fl,SP_F2,SP_FC,SP_Kl,
SP_K2, SP_AOG, LENGTHC, LENGTHO, STARTC, STOPC, STARTO, STOPO,ASEC,

ASEO,INK1,INK2,INF1,INF2,INBS,INFC,INAOG)

IMPLICIT NONE

REAL BS,FC,Kl,K2,Fl,F2,AOG,MAXDP,MINDP,XMAX,XMIN

REAL ASEC,ASEO

REAL SP BS,SP Fl,SP_F2,SP_FC,SP_Kl,SP_K2,SP_AOG
REAL INK1,INK2,INF1,INF2,INBS,INFC,INAOG

INTEGER KMAX,KMIN,TRIALSC,TRIALSO

INTEGER LENGTHC,LENGTHO,STARTC,STOPC

INTEGER STARTO,STOPO,REF

CHARACTER*90 FILEN

******OPEN THE REFERENCE FILE THAT WILL SET NAME OF OUTPUT DATA FILE

OPEN(UNIT=16,FILE='C:\REX\RESULTS\REF.DAT',STATUS�'OLD')

READ(16,*) REF

REF=REF+1

REWIND 16

WRITE (16, 190) REF

190 FORMAT (lX, 13)

FILEN='C:\REX\RESULTS\PARAM .DAT'

WRITE(FILEN(21:22),' (i2) ')REF

PRINT*,'FILEN= ',FILEN

PRINT*, •

******OPEN APPROPRIATE FILES FOR OUTPUT

OPEN(UNIT=15,FILE=FILEN,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
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******WRITE OUT PARAMETERS TO DATA FILE (UNIT=15)

WRITE(15,200}

200 FORMAT('SEVEN ESTIMATED (OPEN AND CLOSED PORT) VALVE PARAMETERS'}

WRITE(15,210}

210 FORMAT(3X,'BS (Ns/m) ',5X,'FC (N)',4X,'K1 (N/m) ',4X,'K2 (N/m) ',5X,

'F1 (N)', 6X, 'F2 (N)', 7X, 'AOG (m)')

WRITE(15,220) BS,FC,K1,K2,F1,F2,AOG

220 FORMAT(8(lX,F12.6})

WRITE(15,230)

230 FORMAT(' ')

WRITE(15,240)

240 FORMAT(' NN CLOSED PORT TRAINING LOOPS')

WRITE(15,250} TRIALSC

250 FORMAT (lX,I8)

WRITE(15,260)

260 FORMAT(' NN OPEN PORT TRAINING LOOPS')

WRITE(15,270) TRIALSO

270 FORMAT(lX,I8)

WRITE(15,305)

305 FORMAT(' ')

WRITE(15,340)

340 FORMAT (' MAXDP (kPa) MINDP (kPa)')

WRITE(15,350) MAXDP,MINDP

350 FORMAT(2(1X,F14.5»

WRITE(15,360)

360 FORMAT (' XMAX (m) XMIN (m)')

WRITE(15,370) XMAX,XMIN

370 FORMAT(2(lX,F11.7»

WRITE(15,410)

410 FORMAT (' KMAX (array pes) KMIN (array pes) ')

WRITE (15, 420) KMAX,KMIN

420 FORMAT (2 (lX,I8»

WRITE(15,450)

450 FORMAT(' ')

WRITE(15,580)

580 FORMAT(' ')

WRITE (15, 590)

590 FORMAT ( 'VARIOUS PARAMETER TRAINING SPEEDS')

WRITE (15, 600)

600 FORMAT(' SP_BS')
WRITE (15, 610) SP_BS

610 FORMAT(2X,F16.10)
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WRITE {15, 620)

620 FORMAT ( , SP_FC')
WRITE(15,630) SP FC

630 FORMAT (2X,F16.10)

WRITE(15,660)

660 FORMAT ( , SP_AOG' )

WRITE (15, 670) SP_AOG
670 FORMAT(2X,F20.18)

WRITE (15, 680)

680 FORMAT(' SP_Fl')
WRITE (15, 690) SP_Fl

690 FORMAT(2X,F16.10)

WRITE (15, 700)

700 FORMAT (' SP_F2' )

WRITE (IS, 710) SP F2

710 FORMAT (2X,F16.10)

WRITE (15, 720)

720 FORMAT (' SP_K1')
WRITE(15,730) SP K1

730 FORMAT (2X,F16.10)

WRITE(15,740)

740 FORMAT ( , SP_K2' )

.WRITE(lS,750) SP K2

750 FORMAT (2X,F16.10)

WRITE(15,760)
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760 FORMAT(' ')

WRITE(15,770)

770 FORMAT(' FULL LENGTH CLOSED PORT DATA FILE')

WRITE(15,775) LENGTHC

775 FORMAT (lX,I8)

WRITE(lS,780)

780 FORMAT(' FULL LENGTH OPEN PORT DATA FILE')

WRITE (15, 790) LENGTHO

790 FORMAT(lX,I8)

WRITE(15,800)

800 FORMAT(' ')

WRITE (15, 810)

810 FORMAT(' START ARRAY POSITION - TRAINING DATA - CLOSED PORT')

WRITE (15, 820) STARTC

820 FORMAT(lX,I8)

WRITE(15,830)

830 FORMAT(' END ARRAY POSITION - TRAINING DATA - CLOSED PORT')



WRITE(15,840) STOPC

840 FORMAT(lX,I8}

WRITE(15,850}

850 FORMAT(' START ARRAY POSITION - TRAINING DATA - OPEN PORT')

WRITE(15,860} STARTO

860 FORMAT(lX,I8}

WRITE(15,870}

870 FORMAT(' STOP ARRAY POSITION - TRAINING DATA - OPEN PORT'}

WRITE(15,880} STOPO

880 FORMAT(lX,I8)

WRITE(15,890}

890 FORMAT(' '}

WRITE(15,930)

930 FORMAT(' FINAL CLOSED PORT AVE. SUM SQUARED ERROR (ASE-C) ')

WRITE(15,940) ASEC

940 FORMAT (lx,F14.3)

WRITE(15,950)

950 FORMAT(' FINAL OPEN PORT AVE. SUM SQUARED ERROR (ASE-O}')

WRITE (15, 960) ASEO

960 FORMAT (lX,F14.3)

WRITE(15,970)

970 FORMAT(' ')

WRITE(15,975)

975 FORMAT (5X, 'IN_K1')
WRITE (15, 980) INK1

980 FORMAT(lX,F12.6)

WRITE(15,981)

981 FORMAT(5X,'IN_K2')
WRITE(15,982) INK2

982 FORMAT(lX,F12.6)

WRITE (15, 983)

983 FORMAT(5X,'IN_F1')
WRITE (15, 984) INF1

984 FORMAT(lX,F11.6)

WRITE (15, 985)

985 FORMAT(5X,'IN_F2')
WRITE(15,986) INF2

986 FORMAT(lX,F11.6)

WRITE (15, 987)

987 FORMAT(5X,'IN_BS')
WRITE(15,988) INBS

988 FORMAT (lX,F11.6)
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WRITE (15, 989)

989 FORMAT(5X,'IN_FC')
WRITE(15,990) INFC

990 FORMAT(lX,F11.6)

WRITE(15,991)

991 FORMAT(5X,'IN_AOG')
WRITE(15,992) INAOG

992 FORMAT(lX,F11.6)

WRITE (15, 998)

998 FORMAT(' ')

WRITE (15, 999)

999 FORMAT(' **END OF PARAMETER ESTIMATION DATA FILE**')

******RETURN TO MAINLINE PROGRAM

RETURN

******END SUBROUTINE

END
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Appendix E

Bessel Low Pass Filter

A fourth order Bessel low pass filter with a cutoff frequency, fe, of20 Hz was used

to filter velocity and acceleration data presented in Figure 6.1. In order to investigate
main spool accelerations from displacement data and determine the effect of

acceleration on the spool force balance, it was necessary to eliminate higher frequency
noise. The same Bessel filter was also used in the generation of all experimental main

spool velocity data, however; a cutoff frequency of 10Hz was used in this application.
The fourth order Bessel filter in block diagram, Laplace form is as follows in

Figure E.l [30]:

1.16403· (l)filter
2 0.92606 . (l) filter

2

..... ___.
....

...-

S2 +1.33935·(l)filter ·s+1.16403·(l)fiJter
2 S2 +1.84375· (l)filter ·s+O.92606·(l)filter

2 ...-

Input (s) Output (s)

where: (Ofilter is the cutoff frequency in rad/s.

Figure E.I Block Diagram of 4th Order Bessel Filter in Laplace Domain.
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A Matlab" generated bode diagram for the Bessel filter depicted in Figure E.l, with

a cutoff frequency of 10 Hz (62.83 rad/s), is shown following in Figure E.2. Although
Matlab" allows a function to have a Laplacian form (Bessel filter in Figure E.l), it will

approximate the function through discretization and evaluate the equation in the discreet

(z) domain. Ideally, the phase delay of a Bessel low pass filter is linearly related to the

frequency of the signal passing through it [30].
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Figure E.3 Ideal Bessel Low Pass Filter Phase Lag [30].
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If a signal passing through the ideal filter had a frequency equal to the filter cutoff

frequency, fc in Figure E.3, the time delay could be expressed as a percentage of the

period length of the incoming signal [30]:

(E.1)

where: tfilter = time delay of f, wave passing through filter (seconds),

llorder = order of filter (unitless), and

_!_ = period of signal passing through filter (seconds/cycle).
fc

The linear phase delay of the Bessel low pass filter allows simple delay adjustments
to be administered when filtering data. As shown in Figure 6.2, the main spool input

displacement signal reaches a frequency of slightly more than 1 Hz. This signal

frequency is passed to the velocity profile as the displacement profile is differentiated

(Figure 6.9). As shown in Figure E.2, a signal with a frequency of 1 Hz (6.28 rad/s)

experiences minimal amplitude loss when processed with a 4th order Bessel low pass

filter with a cutoff frequency of 10Hz.
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Appendix F

Metering Notch and Effective Orifice Area Calculation

Fl Metering Notch Analysis
The triangular metering notches are first exposed to flow at the top of their profile

as shown in Figure F .1. The orifice area gradient determines how large an area the

orifice will create as the main spool is moved.

b

Figure F.l Triangular Rexroth Main Spool Metering Notch.

An equation must be formed to solve the area of the triangle as a function of x. The

area of the triangle is O.5(b)(h), where b is equal to 2(tan800)(x)and h equals x.

Therefore, the exposed area of one metering notch (m') is equal to 5.671(x2).

F2 Effective Orifice Analysis
The main spool effective orifice area is calculated by estimating the area created by

two concentric circles as a rectangular area. As presented in Figure 6.14, the width is

calculated by y. An end view of the orifice is shown in Figure F.2.

y

t
Main Spool Diameter, d

Figure F.2 End View of Main Spool Effective Orifice.
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x

F.3 Cross Section of Effective Orifice Area.

As x is a known value, calculated from main spool displacement, x.; the

corresponding value ofy can be calculated. As sin14° = y/x, y is equal to x(sin14°).

As described by Equation (7.3), the orifice area of one effective orifice is given as:

Effective Orifice Area (m2) = x(sin14°)(n)(d). (F.l)

With a main spool diameter, d, of 0.020 m, Equation (F.l) describes the effective

orifice area as:

Effective Orifice Area (m2) = 0.01520(x). (F.2)
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